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The aim of the work reported in this thesis was to develop a 

method, suitable for general design work, to determine the stability 

of a simple rotor mounted in hydrodynamic bearings, The rotor model 

used was a simple spring mass system, but the bearing model allowed a 

comprehensive range of bearing cross-sectional shapes and grooves to be 

assessed. The oil film equations were solved by the successive over-

relaxation finite difference technique. 

(i) 

The problem was approached by considering the energy balance of the 

bearing-rotor system. The hydrcdynamic oil pressure film in the bear-

ing performs work on the journal and this is largely responsible for the 

decay or growth of the rotor motion. The behaviour of a simple rotor 

was investigated to determine if its influence on the bearing could be 

represented by a simple force locus as this would allow the oil film 

work to be calculated without marching out the rotor locus. In general, 

the force exerted by the rotor on the journal is too complex to allow a 

direct assessment of the stability of a system by this technique. 

The flexibility and ease of operation of the directly loaded bearing 

computer program make it useful for comparisons of bearing design feat-

ures and load conditions. An investigation was carried out into the 

effect of the bearing parameters on the oil film work when the journal is 

loaded with a circular force locus. 

An attempt was made to reduce the computation necessary to march out 

the journal and rotor loci. The approach taken was to improve the 

utilisation of the information obtained from the oil film equations. 



(ii) 

Although reductions in the computation were achieved, they 

were insufficient to justify the additional program complexity. 



(iii) 

Unless otherwise specified, the following symbols are used in 

the text. A dot above a symbol, e.g. e, indicates the derivative 

with respect to time. 

ACC 

Br 

bxx 

bxy 

byx 

byy 

em 

D 

DEL 

DT 

e 

FX,FY 

FXJ,FYJ 

fx,fy 

H 

h 

Ks 

kxx 

kxy 

kyx 

kyy 

L 

Relaxation convergence tolerance 

Rotor damping coefficient 

;)FX/c)){j 

;)FX/aYj 

;)FY/;)Xj 

aFY/;)Yj 

Minimum radial bearing clearance with the journal centre 

at the bearing centre, 

Journal diameter. 

Resultant non-dimensional oil film force 

Non-dimensional time step 

Journal eccentricity 

Non-dimensional oil film force, x and y components 

Non-dimensional force applied to journal, x and y 

components 

Dimensional force, x and y components 

Non-dimensional oil film thickness 

Dimensional oil film thickness 

Rotor shaft stiffness 

;)Fx/aXj 

;)FX/;)Yj 

;)FY/;)Xj 

;)FY/;)Yj 

Bearing width 



(iv) 

LOADAC Load accuracy tolerance 

m Number of circumferential grid divisions 

Mr Rotor mass 

n Number of axial grid divisions 

ORF Over-relaxation factor 

p Non-dimensional pressure 

,z Non-dimensional pressure at point X, Z 

p Non-dimensional pressure-height parameter (PH
2

) 

Non-dimensional pressure-height parameter at point X, Z 

p Dimensional pressure 

R Journal radius 

r Radial bearing clearance 

Radial co-ordinate of segment cel .. tre with respect to 

bearing centre 

RLV Relative load velocity, ~/~ 

u,v Journal surface velocity, X and Y components 

u,v,w Velocity in the x,y and z directions respectively 

WORK Non-dimensional work performed by the oil pressure 

film on the journal 

X,Y,Z Non-dimensional cartesian co-ordinates of the bearing 

surface 

x,y,z General dimensional cartesian co-ordinates 

Xj, Yj Non-dimensional journal centre co-ordinates 

xj, Dimensional journal centre co-ordinates 

Xr,Yr Non-dimensional rotor mass co-ordinates 

y Angular co-ordinate of journal centre 

AS Non-dimensional applied static load 

AT Non-dimensional applied dynamic load 

fiX Non-dimensional circumferential spacing of grid points 
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P 

Non~dimensional axial spacing of grid points 

Journal eccentricity ratio 

Journal eccentricity ratio under static load alone 

Angular position on bearing surface 

Angular co-ordinate of segment centre with respect to 

bearing centre 

Viscosity coefficient 

Density 

Shear stress 

Angular position of applied dynamic load 

Angular posi Hon of applied 5tatic load. 

Attitude angle 

Jonrnal angular velocity. 



INTRODUCTION 

The aim of the ,york described in this thesis was to produce a 

commercially acceptable method to assess the dynamic behaviour of a 

1 

rotor mounted in hydrodynamic bearings. Although an enormous quantity. 

of research has been done on the stability of bearings, a satisfactory 

method of analysis for industrial applications has not been developed. 

Those existing are either derived with approximations limiting their 

application or ~equire considerable computer time to analyse a more 

comprehensive model, rendering them suitable only for problem cases or 

final desian checks. 

Thus, a programme of research was started to analyse journal 

bearing dynamic behaviour using a comprehensive bearing model, but 

keeping the method of analysis suitable for general design work. 

I.l· BACKGROUND 

A journal bearing can be simply described as a circular shaft 

(the journal) inside a bush of slightly larger diameter (the bearing) 

with a lubricant between the two allowing low friction relative 

angular motion. Bearings of this type have been used for centuries 

but Beauchamp Tower(l) in 1883 was the first to determine the importance 

of the lubricant. In an experiment with statically loaded journal 

bearings he observed that their frictional behaviour followed the laws 

of fluid mechanics rather than solids and that the peak lubricant 

pressure considerably exceeded the load over projected bearing area. 

He suggested that the journal and bearing were completely separated by 

the lubricant but was unable to offer an explanation for the pressure 

observation. 



In 1886 Osborne Reynolds(2) derived a partial differential 

equation describing the generation of the lubricant pressure film. 

He found the film was produced by the journal running 

in the bearing, thus forming a converging wedge. The viscous shear 

forces imposed on the lubricant by the rotation of the journal force 

the fluid into the wedge thereby increasing the pressure. A second 

mechanism of pressure generation occurs when the radial position of 

the journal in the bearing is not constant. The journal, approaching 

the bearing surface, forces out the lubricant creating a pressure film 

independent of the shaft rotation. These two mechanisms for generacing 

load bearing oil films give rise to what are known as wedge and squeeze 

films respectively. _ 

The equation derived by Reynolds forms the basis of present 

hydrodynamic bearing theory and bears his name. He presented a 

solution for a pure wedge (e.g. an inclined plate) of infinite width. 

Sommerfeld (3) in 1904 applied the theory to a full journal bearing of 

infinite length, but he failed to allow for film disruption in regions 

of negative pressure. The validity of this assumption was commented 

on by a number of researchers, including Reynolds, but it was S\vift (4) 

in 1931 who established the boundary condition that the film ended with 

both the pressure and pressure derivative zero. 

solution was put forward by Ocvirk(S) in 1952. 

Another closed 

He assumed the 

bearing to be short and hence the axial pressure derivatives to be 

much greater than those in the circumferential direction. In this way 

he justified omitting the circumferential derivatives from his analysis. 

solution for a bearing of finite length was made by representing 

l:he pressure with an infinite series until Christopherson (6) I 1941, 

;,troduced the finite difference technique. This employed an 
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iterative technique, known as the relaxation method, developed by 

(7) 
Southwell a year earlier. Christopherson used the same film 

boundary conditions as Swift and included in his solution the variat-

ions of the lubricant viscosity with pressure and temperature. 

Iterative methods of solution have been used by many investigators 

since and form the basis of the technique described in this thesis. 

They are well suited for high speed digital computers. The programm-

ing is relatively simple because the solution involves the repeated use 

of one set of equations. These methods also allow a variety of 

film boundary conditions to be satisfied, permitting bearing design 

features such as grooves to be included in the solution. Series 

solutions are still used, but they lack the flexibility of the finite 

difference technique. 

The advent of digital computers and the increasing demand for 

better bearing performance stimulated an acceleration of work in the 

late 1950s and 1960s. Researchers considered the effects of assumpt-

ions made in deriving and solving Reynolds equation, for example turb-

ulence, lubricant inertia, viscosity changes and bearing distortion, 

and conducted investigations into such topics as the influence of 

lubricant supply conditions, heat transfer and lubricant flow. Most 

of this work has been done for statically loaded bearings as computation 

time is still long and thus research expensive. 

Interest in bearing dynamic behaviour developed with the film theory. 

The first report on bearing instability was made by Newkirk and Taylor(S) 

in 1925 following an experimental investigation. About the same time 

stodola (9) conducted a theoretical analysis, but lacking a satisfactory 

solution to the film equation, his results were of little practical use. 

However, the linearised analysis used remains one of the principal tools 
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available to designers. 

This approach assumes that for small movement of the journal 

about its static equilibrium position, the film forces can be des-

cribed by constant stiffness and damping coefficients, Thus repeated 

solutions of Reynolds equation are avoided and the bearing-rotor be-

haviour is simpler to analyse. A direct a~sessment of a system's 

stability is possible using, for example, the Routh-Hurwitz criterion (lO) • 

Recent non-linear theoretical investigations have generally employed 

approximate fiim solutions to shorten computation time. As well as 

the long and short bearing solutions menticned, new methods have been 

developed, 
- (11) 

For example, Warner ,1963, solved the film equation 

by multiplying the long bearing solution by a factor representing 

side leakage. 
(12) 

Shelly and Ettles , 1970, assumed an axial pressure 

distribution to reduce their finite difference scheme to one dimension. 

More comprehensive solutions have been produced. 
(13) 

Someya I 1964, 

investigating the stability of a flexible rotor, used a series solution 

(14) 
and Lloyd ,1966, a finite difference scheme in determining the 

dynamic behaviour of bearings in reciprocating machinery. Both of 

these capitalised on the circumferential symmetry of circular bearings 

to reduce computation. 
(15) . Ware , 1975, cons~dered the problem 

of a multi-mass rotor, including gyroscopic effects, supported in a 

number of bearings. He used a finite difference scheme which could 

handle non-circular bearing cross-sections. 

1.2 SCOPE OF WORK 

The work undertaken is divided into three parts 

(i) An improved technique for marching out the journal and 
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rotor loci. Primarily this involved better util<-

isation of the information obtained from solving 

the film equations. 

(ii) Calculation of the work performed on the journal by 

the oil pressure film and with a knowledge of the 

rotor energy balance, an assessment of the system 

stability. 

(iii) The third section, arising from (ii) is an investig-

ation into the effects of various operating parameters 

on the work performed on the journal by the oil film. 

A successive over-relaxation finite difference scheme is used to 

solve Reynolds equation and to calculate the displacement and velocity 

coefficients. The film boundary conditons adopted are those used 

by Swift 

P = dP 
aX = o 

at film formation and disruption. In defining the bearing model, the 

main assumptions are incompressible, isoviscous and inertialess lubricant 

and the journal and bearing are aligned and rigid. These assumptions 

are discussed more fully in Chapter 2. The model allows a variety of 

bearing geometries to be analysed, including non-circular cross-sections 

and axial and circumferential grooving. 

The rotor model used is a single mass mounted symmetrically between 

two similar bearings on a light elastic shaft. This allows the system 

to be represented by a mass and a light journal joined by a spring. 

Provision has been made for viscous damping on the mass. Some work '.'las 

conducted on a twin spring-mass-damper system. 

The research undertaken failed to produce an economic technique 



for the stability of a bearing-rotor system 

approaching the problem by analysing the oil pressure film work on the 

journal was found useful for comparative investigations and has potential 

for further development. 
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CHAPTER 

FlU:!. EQUATIONS 

In this chapter a brief description of the derivation of Reynolds 

equation is presented, together with the assumptions made for the 

present investigation. A fuller mathematical treatment of the 

d ·· b f . . k . (16) er~vat~on can e ound ~n P~n us and Stern11cht . The numerical 

solution of this equation by the finite difference technique is describ-

ed and the method used to determine the dynamic bearing coefficients 

outlined. The final section considers the energy transfer between 

the oil film and the journal 8.nd the influence this has on bear:Lng and 

rotor stability. 

11.1 REYNOLDS EQUATIO~ 

The equation of motion for a Newtonian fluid is the Navier Stokes 

equation. This is derived by considering the forces on an element of 

fluid and applying Newtonls Second Law. 

ship for a Newtonian fluid : 

dU 
T :::; 11 dX 

The stress-strain relation-

.is introduced, giving the x component of the general Navier stokes 

equation as 

That is: 

f _ dP + l 
P x dX dX (

2 dU 
11 dX 

d +
dY ( (dV + dU)) 

11 dX dy + 
du 

:= P dt 

body force + pressure force + viscous force = inertia force. 

Similarly for the y and z components. 

To reduce this to Reynolds equation, the following assumptions are 

made 
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(i) The film thickness, YH is small compared to its expanse 

in the x and z direction. It is usual design practice 

to have the clearance ratio, r/R, between .001 and .002. Thus 

(a) the curvature of the bearing is negligible allowing 

the film to be considered in cartesian co-ordinates; 

(b) the pressure and viscosity are constant across the 

film, thus 

ap 
dy == o. 

The variation of viscosity can be significant, but 

treating it as a variab~1 e makes the problem too complex; 

(c) the velocity derivatives with respect to }' are greater 

than those with respect to x and z and the y veloc-

ity (v) is less than the other two compon.ents (u,\V'). 

(ii) The lubricant inertia forces are small. 

(iii) There are no body forces, e.g. gravitational or magneto-

hydrodynamic forces. 

(iv) The flow is laminar. This is not true for large bearings. 

The film is turbulent \-lhen the Reynolds number [u~p j is greater. 

than 2000. 

(v) There is no slip at the bearing surfaces. This is satis-

factory for liquid lubricants, but considerable can 

occur with thin gas films. 

Reynolds, in his analysis, also assumed the lubricant to be in-

compressible, but it is unnecessary to assume this at this stage. 

The three components of the Navier Stokes equations reduce to 

1 ap a2u -
11 ax ay2 

1 .£R. d - == 
11 dZ dy2 



Integrating these twice with the boundary conditions 

u = Uo w = Wo at y :::: 0 

U :::: Uh w :::::: W
h 

at y "" h 

yields 

(y-h) + (l-l.) Uo 
y 

u ::::: y + hUh h 

(y-h) + (l-l. ) y 
w ::=: y Wo + h wh h 

The continuity equation for steady flow is 

apu + a ax o 

Substitute for u and w, integrate with respect to y between the 

limits of hand 0 and differentiate to obtain 

+ (
Ph 3 dPJ' 

J.l az 
6 (U -U ) ~ o h ax 

9 

A number of the terms on the right hand side can be removed when apply-

ing this equation to a journal bearing. By taking the z axis as 

parallel to the bearing centre (Fig.2-l), the velocities Wo and W
h 

can 

be made zero. Any axial movement of the journal would in most cases 

be small, of a size comparable to the bearing clearance, and occur at 

a frequency similar to the shaft speed. Thus as r/R ~ 001, w/u 

d 
The second term, 6ph ax (UO+U

h
), is also small. Referring to 

Fig.2-2, the boundary velocities Uo and Uh are: 

o 

WRcos(n+S) + e sin (y-8-n) + etcos(y-8-n) 

OOL 
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F -1 BEARING SURFACE CO - ORDINATE 

SYSTEM. 
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h::: R + r + ro Cos(s -A +11) - e Cos(y-e-iJ) R Cos (11+~) 
r + ro Cos(e - i\) - e Cos(s -V) 

Uh::: wR Cos(l1 + ~ ) + e Sin(y - e - 11) + eyCos(y - e -11) 

"I" wR 

Vh -wRSin(l1+~)- e Cos(y-e 11) +eySin(y ell) 

we Sin(y e) - Wfo Sin(s i\) - eCos(y e) <I. eySin{y e) 

BEARING GEOMETRY - DEFINITION OF OIL FILM 

THICKN 

VELOCITY. 

AI'lO JOURNAL PERIPHERAL 



Differentiate with respect to x and disregard the terms of order 

2 
(r/R) or smaller, 

a he he •. 
hax (OO+Uh)~ - R Cos (y-e) + R yS~n (y-8) 

Again referring to Fig.2-2, the film thickness can be expressed as 

h = R+r + r Cos (e-A-n) - e Cos (y-O-n) -R Cos (ntS) o . 
2 Differentiate and neglect terms of order (r/R) or smaller, 

Thus 

ah -

Also 

rO 
- Sin (8-A) 
R 

~ Sin (y-8) 
R 

ewsin (8-y) - rOW Sin (O-A) 

-eysin (8-y) e Cos (6-y) + we Sin (8-y) 

h h .. h a ( ). 11 h 0 ah T us t e term conta1n1ng ax Uo + Uh 1S sma er t an Vh and h ax 

by a factor r/R. 

Reynolds equation is now reduced to 

== - 6 U aph + 12 P V
h h ax 

For the purpose of the present investigation, four further simplify-

ing assumptions were made, as follows : 

(i) The lubricant viscosity is constan·t throughout the 

(ii) The lubricant is incompressible; 

( ... ) h . . . I 1 . . ah 0 111 T e Journal and bearlng are perfect y a 19ned, 1.e. az = ; 

(iv) There is no distortion of the journal or bearing surfaces. 

All of these can have considerable effect on the bearing performance, 

particularly when operating at high eccentricities, and other ,yorkers 

have devised theoretical models to consider them. The work reported 

here was directed tmyards a rapid solution suitable for design ,york, 
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thus the improved accuracy obtained by considering these variables was 

not required. 

It is more convenient to express Reynolds equation in terms of 

the journal centre displacement and velocitYt either in polar or cart-

esian co-ordinates, and the jou.:::nal angular velocity. Thus in polar 

co-ordinates 

= 6~ (e (W-2y) SinCe-y) 

-wrO SineS-A)] 

- 2e Cos (e-y) 

and in cartesian co-ordinates 

:= 6~ ( w(xj Sine - yj CosS) 

-2Cxj Cose + yj SinS) - wrO Sin (S-A») 

11.2 NON-DIMENSIONAL VARIABLES 

The variables may be non-dimensionalised with the following 

substitutions : 

Position on the bearing surface 

S 
X = 2 'IT 

Pressure and force 

P FX 
fx 

~WLR(;r 

••• 2 .la 

..• 2 .lb 

Displacements of magnitude comparable to the film thickness are non-

dimensionalised by dividing by the radial bearing clearance r: 

e: ::: 

H :::: 

e 
r 

h 
r 
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ro 
1 + COS (2TIX-A) - ECoS (2~X -y) 

r 

xj = 
r 

When dealing with dynamic loads and locus it is convenient 

to non-dimensionalise time. The unit of time is taken as that required 

for the rotating or rotor load (see Chapter 3) to sweep through 

one radian. Thus a non-dimensional time step is 
. 

DT = otime. ~ 

and velocities are transformed to 

. 
Xj = 

For multi-lobe non-circular bearing designs the value of the 

radial clearance, r, used in the non-dimensional variables is the 

minimum radial clearance of the final bearing segment, that is, the 

segment which ends at e 360 degrees (see Fig.2-2) • 

11.3 FILM BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Befo~e Reynolds equation can be solved a choice of boundary con~ 

ditions must be made. Firstly, consider the case when the oil film 

is not bounded by the bearing geometry, that is, grooves or the bearing 

edge. There are at least five possible mathematical models. 

(i) The oil film is continuous throughout the bearing clearance. 

This implies a region of negative pressure where the wedge 

is divergent. It has long been realised that this does 

not occur and that the film is disrupted if the pressure 

drops below a certain value. 

'(ii) The oil film is continuous but negative pressures are dis-

regarded after the solution of Reynolds equation. This 



gives moderate agreement with experimental observations 

and has been used in cases where it the method 

f 1 
' (14) o so ut~on • 

(iii) Film formation occurs at the point of maximum film thick~ 

ness and breakdown occurs when 

P 
dP ap 

:::: o 

cornrronly used in the literature, this satisfactory 

reSUlts for steadily loaded aligned bearings. 

(iv) The most sophisticated mathematical model assumes that 

film breakdown occurs when 

ap 
ax = 0 P 

and the film reforms when 

ap l21f H - H* 

where 

Pd ' 
~s 

P
dis 

= oil film disruption pressure 

H* = film thickness at breakdown. 

h ' d' d b 1 b d k b (17) 'd' T ~s was er~ve y F 0 erg an Ja 0 sson cons~ er~ng 

the flow balance in the disrupted region. The film will 

withstand subatmospheric pressures, the disruption pressure 

15. 

being determined by the oil vapour pressure and the pressure 

at which dissolved gases come out of solution. 

This boundary condition is difficult to satisfy corn-

putationally. 
, (18) 

'McCallion, Lloyd and Yous~f used an 

iterative loop, involving a number of intermediate solutions 

to Reynolds equation, to obtain a complete solution. Such 

a procedure is very expensive and is thus unsuitable for this 

work. 



(v) Film formation and breakdown occurs when 

'oP oP 
oX == az :::: p := o. 

These are the conditions employed in this thesis. They 

are ideally suited to the finite difference method of 

solution as they are invoked simply by setting negative 

pressures to zero as they occur in the calculation. 

This model differs from Model (iv) primarily in the 

point of film formation and the magnitude of the dis-

ruption pressure. As these are both low pressure 

regicns the oil film forces will not be greatly affected. 

These conditions were used by Smalley(19) and found to 

give good agreement with experimental results. 

16. 

When the oil .-pressure film extends the full width of the bearing 

the axial film boundary condition is : 

P == 0 when Z == 0, L 

This implies the film pressure is atmospheric at the edge of the bearing. 

h d ·· oP T e pressure er1vat1ve, oZ is not zero as this would deny side leakage. 

In a similar manner the junction of the pressure film and a groove 

can be described. At the edge of the groove the film pressure is set 

to a predetermined value 

P P 
groove 

The value of the pressure derivative was not defined in this investigat-

ion as each groove was assumed to supply or absorb sufficient oil to 

satisfy flow continuity. 

II.4 FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUTION 

The method used to solve Reynolds equation is a successive over-
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relaxation finite difference scheme on a point star grid. The 

program developed (see Chapter 3) is capable of handling grooved bearings 

of non-circular cross-section thus a flexible method of solution was a 

prime requirement. As far as the author is aware, this is only 

offered by finite difference techniques. Many other solutions exist 

but although quicker to compute, they invariably place greater restrict-

ions on the bearing geometry. 

Reynolds Equation 

When marching out the journal centre locus it is mOre convenient 

to use cartesian than polar co-ordinates. The non-dimensional form 

of Equation 2.1b is : 

Sin 2nx Yj Cos 2nX 24~2 (Xj 

- 2: (Xj Cos 2nx - Yj Sin 2nX) - rrO Sin (2nX-A) ] 

••• 2.2 

To improve numerical accuracy the pressure was replaced by a non-

dimensional pressure-height parameter 
2 

P = PH • This quantity is less 

dependent on X avoiding the sharp peaks that occur in both the wedge 

and squeeze pressure films as the journal approaches the bearing surface. 

Substituting : 

- 2¢ (Xj Cos 2nx 
W 

. 
Yj Sin 27TX) 

, 

Sin 27TX Yj Cos 27TX 

rO . J r S~n (27TX-A) ..• 2.3 

The finite difference technique involves solving this equation at 

discrete points on the bearing surface. Using Taylor's expansion, 

the derivatives of the pressure-height parameter are expressed in terms 

of neighbouring points 



-
PX+6X ,Z ~ Px- 6x ,Z 

Also the axial derivative 

[

l\X2 
12 

[
6Z

2 alfpJ' 
12 aZ If 

In brackets are the most significant terms not considered. 

180 

All other 

terms in ReynolQs equation can be calculated directly for any point on 

the bearing surface. 

substituting into 2.3 gives 

PX,Z == (AX • P X +6x , Z + BX . Px- 6x ,z + (PX,Z+6Z + Px,Z-6Z) .C 

- RHSX] / Dx ••• 2.4 

1 [ 1 1 aH J where AX == 6x 6x - '2 aX 

1 ( 1 1 aH] BX == 6x + '2 ax 

C = (~r L6z 

2~2 (Xj 

. 
RHS

x 
:= Sin 21TX - Yj 'Cos 21TX - 2<1> 6{j Cos 21TX 

()j 

. rO ) - Yj Sin 21TX) - r Sin (21TX-\) 

2 
2 (~r 2 a 2H 

DX ::= --+ + 
6X2 L6z H ax:? 

The bearing surface is divided into a rectangular grid ofm 

circumferential divisions and n axial divisions. The value of Px,z 

is calculated at each grid point in turn, sweeping from one end of the 

bearing surface to the other. This process is repeated (the relaxation 

part of the scheme) until successive values at each grid point differ 
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by less than a predetermined convergence accuracy criterion, 

To increase the speed of convergence an over~relaxation factor, 

ORF, is used. The new estimate of the pressure-height parameter is 

made equal to the old estimate plus the over-relaxation factor times 

the change in the parameter. 

+ ORF 
[

_ n+l 

Px,z 

Relaxation Grid 

The bearing surface is divided into a rectangular grid of m by 

n divisions in the circumferential and axial directions respectively. 

The divisions in each are of constant length, thus : 

x = 

z 

1 
m 

1 
n 

the non-dimensional bearing surface dimensions being 1 by 1. Variable 

(14) . 
grid divisions have been used by other workers to g~ve better accuracy 

in regions of high pressure, but for dynamically loaded non-circular 

bearing geometries these are difficult to program. 

Bearing geometries are restricted to those having symmetry about 

the circumferential centre line of the bearing surface. This is not 

a severe constraint, as most designs exhibit this property and it allowed 

the relaxation process to be limited to half the bearing surface. The 

existence of the second half of the bearing is accounted for in the 

numerical procedure by the boundary condition : 

Values of m and n of 48 and 8 were chosen for the work in this 
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thesis. This was based on a publication by Smalley, Lloyd, Horsnell 

• (20) 
and McCall~on giving the following results for a plain circular 

bearing of length to diameter ratio .75 using these grid dimensions • 

E • 5 .8 .95 
-

% Load Error .2 .9 6.0 

Basis of Error 
(Grid Size) 96 x 8 

I 
96 x 8 192 x 8 

They also found that doubling the number of axial divisions made 

less than 1% improvement in the accuracy of the load parameter. 

Conditions 

The finite difference equation, 2.4, requires knowledge of the 

pressure-height parameter one grid point on each side of the point of 

calculaticn. Thus the grid must be one row in each direction greater 

than the region swept by the relaxation procedure. 

In the axial direction the pressure at the edge of the bearing is 

zero and at the centre, where the surface is free from grooves, the 

pressure-height parameter is reflected across the centre line as it is 

calculated : 

= 0 I P 
X,!. + 6z 

2 

:= p 
X,!. ~ 6z 

2 

These two points are outside the swept region and form the axial boundaries 

Many bearing designs have, in the circumferential direction, a dis-

continuity in the bearing surface. This is usually a step or an abrupt 

alteration in the change of the film thickness, i.e. a discontinuity in 
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the first derivative. To allm'l the program to handle such designs 

it was decided to place a groove at each discontinuity (see III-2). 

In this way oil flow and pressure balances can be easily achieved. 

When such features are absent, the bear~ng surface is continuous 

and the ends of the finite difference grid must be linked. This is 

achieved by setting 

::= 
Pl':,X,z P_l':,x,Z 

Again the points on the left of these equalities are outside the 

swept region. 

The extent of the oil pressure film on the unbroken bearing surface 

is fixed for both build-Up and breakdown by setting negative values of 

the pressure-height parameter to zero as they occur in the relaxation 

procedure. This automatically imposes the boundary conditions : 

P ::= 
dP 

::= az o 

discussed earlier. 

Grooves are allowed for by setting the pressure at each grid point 

within the grooved area to a predetermined value and not modifying this 

with the relaxation procedure. 

Over-Relaxation Factor 

The over-relaxation factor is approximately optimised using the 

. (21) 
equations given by Lloyd and McCall10n I namely : 

ORF ::: 
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where a "" 

Thus this factor is dependent only on the bearing length to diameter 

ratio and the n~~er o~ grid points. 

(22) 
An alternative scheme, developed by Carre was considered. 

It involves calculating the over-relaxation factor as the relaxation 

proceeds and iterates to an optimum value. This would have meant 

a loss in efficiency as the first cycles of relaxation are computed 

without over-relaxation. Also, although not so important, it would 

have comp1jcated the relaxation routine. 

Lloyd and McCallion compared the values of the over-relaxation 

factor calculated by those two methods and found good agreement. 

Relaxation Convergence Criterion 

The relaxation process is continued until the maximum fractional 

change in the pressure-height parameter between successive iterations 

is less than the convergence tolerance ACC. This is achieved by 

checking the inequality : 
_ n+1 _n+l 
P < ACC. P 

at each grid point and if this is found to be true over the entire grid 

the relaxation is terminated. 

The value of ACC used in the \'lork described in this thesis is 10-3 . 

This was chosen after a series of tests on a statically loaded plain 

circular bearing • Four eccentricity ratios were considered, .2, .5, 

• 8 and .95 and for each the oil film forces were computed for convergence 

-6 -4 -3 
tolerances of 10 , 10 • 10 and The number of relaxation 
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required was also recorded. 

The results are tabulated in Figure 2-3. The change in the oil 

film forces as the tolerance is raised was small compared to the errors 

introduced by the pressure summation and grid dimensio~s. However, 

the saving in time, or number of relaxation cycles, was also small. 

-3 -2 
Increasing the tolerance from 10 to 10 saved, on an average, 4~ 

, but to ensure a minimal convergence error this was sacrificed. 

-4 
Lowering it to 10 incurred a greater time penalty whilst producing 

considerably less improvement in the accuracy. 

11.5 OIL FILM FORCES 

The oil film forces are calculated by integrating the pressure over 

the bearing surface : 

1 1 

FX 21T ttpx,z Cos 21TX.dZ.dX 

FY = 21T flJl Px Z Sin 21TX.dZ.dX 
o 0 I 

where FX and FY are the components of the non-dimensional load that can 

be applied to the journal (see Fig.2-4). 

and attitude angle are given by 

DEL 

::;: y - tan -1 (FY] 
FX 

From these the load parameter 

The integration is performed numerically by Simpson's rule in the axial 

direction and the trapezoidal rule in the circumferential direction. 
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ECCEI\jTRICITY CONVERGENCE OIL FILM X Y NO. OF 

RATIO TOLERANCE FORCE COMPONENT COMPONENT ITERATION 

CYCLES 

·2 10- 6 .319571 - ·311245 -·0724731 58 

10 -4 .319571 - 311245 - -0724733 45 

10-3 ·319571 . 311245 -·0724745 39 

10-2 ·319566 -·311237 - . 0724845 33 

·5 10-6 1·18742 -. 647158 -'995570 54 

10 - 4 1 .18742 ·647159 -·995569 42 

10 -3 1 ·18742 -. 647167 -. 995563 35 

10 1 ·18742 - . 547196 -'995542 31 

·8 10- 6 5 '49151 - 4- 50276 3'14354 57 

10- 4 5 '49151 4' 50276 -3' 14354 41 
. 10- 3 5 ·49152 -4' 50277 -3 -14353 34 

10 5 '49152 -4 - 50279 -3'14352 32 

.95 10- 6 33 . 5149 -31 '7853 -10· 627/.. 54 

10 -4 33,5149 -31 ·7853 -10' 6274 44 
10-3 33· 5149 -31 ,7853 -10·6274 39 

10-2 33' 5149 -31 - 7853 -10 . 6274 33 

FIG 2- CT OF LAXATION CONVERGEN TOLERANCE 

(ACC) ON THE NUMBER OF CYCLES OF 

CALCULATION AND ON THE CHANGE IN THE OIL 

FILM FORCE VALUES CALCULATED, 



pressure 
film 

DEL 

/ 

y 

x 

FIG. 2-4 OIL FILM FORCE SIGN CONVENTION. 

FORCES REPRESENT THE LOAD THAT CAN BE 

APPLIED TO THE JOURNAL. COMPONEI\JTS SHOWN 

HAVE NEGATIVE VALUES. 
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Axial Summation 

The integration performed is 

= r PX,z dZ 
o 

along each axial grid line in the pressure film. 

Applying Simpson's rule we have 

OF.,,. = .. b.z 
3 [px,o + 4Px,6Z + 2PX,26Z •.••••••• 

+ 4P 
X,l-b.Z + P 1 X ,1 

However, the pressure at the edge of the bearing is zero 

P X,O P = 0 
X,l 

and the pressure distribution is symmetrical about the bearing centre 

line, that is : 

= P 
X,i + ib.z 

2 

Thus the integral contracts to : 

i 
n 

1,2, •••• 0 2 

= 
2. b.z 

3 
[4PX,6Z + 2PX,26z •••.. + px'~l 

Circumferential Summation 

The two integrals are 

FX = 
(b 

2TI ). 
a 

OF
X 

Cos 2'ITX.dX 

FY = 2TI I.
b 

OF X Sin 2TIX.dX 
a 

26. 



where a and b are the positions of film formation and breakdown 

respectively for each pressure film. with non~circular bearing 

geometries there is usually more than one pressure film due to the 

fact that a number of converging clearances exist. The numerical 

form of these integrals, using the trapezoidal rule, is : 

Accuracy 

FX = 2TI.6x [~Fa Cos 2TIa + OFa +6x Cos 2TI(a + 6x) 

+ ; OFb Cos 2TIb] 

FY = 2TI.6x (t OFa sin 2TIa + •..•.. OFb~6X Sin 2TI(b-6x) 

+ ~ OFb Sin 2TIb) 

The choice of the numerical integration techniques was made with 
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reference to the work carried out by Lloyd (14) • He found that in the 

circumferential direction, Simpson's rule \Vas not significantly better 

than the trapezoidal rule. For an infinitely short bearing (Ocvirk 

solution) with 32 circumferential mesh points, the summation error was 

found to be less than 1% for € less than 0.9 rising to 5% at € = .97. 

The axial summation was found by Lloyd to require Simpson's rule. 

E: This gave an error of less than 1% for a unit squeeze film (- = 1) 
w 

L 
when € = .975 and D .75. 

II.6 

The dynamic bearing coefficients are required for marching out the 

journal centre locus (see Chapter 3). The coefficients are the partial 

derivatives of the oil film force components with respect to the journal 

displacement and velocity. Thus small changes in the film force can be 



calculated from the relationships. 

FX 

FY 

aFX ~. aFX ~y' aFX 
FXa + aXj ouXJ + aYj ,u J + aXj 

~XJ' aFX ~ 0 u + -,- 0 uYj 
aYj 

aFY ~X· aFY -~YJ' + aFY • ~X" + aFY ~. 
FYa + aXj • u J + aYj _u aXj u J aYj· uYj 
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The derivatives, or dynamic bearing coefficients, are themselves functions 

of Xj, Yj, Xj and Yj, thus the relationship is true only for small changes 

in these parameters. 

The oil film thickness at a small journal displacement oXj, oYj from 

a known position Xja' Yja' is given by 

H 
aH ~. aH ~. 

HO + aXj , uXJ + aYj . uYJ 

The pressure~height parameter can be expressed in a similar form 

-
P 

-- 3i? ~ ail ~. di? ~ 0 ail ~ s 

Po + aXj . uXj + ayjOuYJ + aXj ouxj + aYj .uYj • 0 .2.5 

substituting these into Reynolds equation, 2.3, and varying each of the 

journal parameters Xj, Yj, Xj and Yj in turn, four partial differential 

equations can be obtained : 

HaRe (~~j ) = 247T2 sin 27TX + RHS.Cos 27TX 

+ iPo [4~' Cos 27TX + 
Cos 27TX • a 'HO] 

HO aX2 

apO 
[ 2~sin 27TX + 

Cos 27TX . aHO] + --ax HO ax , 

= -247T 2 Cos 27TX + RHS,Sin 27TX 

Sin 27TX 
Sin 27TX + -----

HO 

apo [ 
+ ~ - 27T Cos 27TX + 

Sin 27TX 

HO 
aHO] 

, aX 



H Re[ d.P J o aXj 

HaRe [:~J 
where 

RHS 

::::: 

:= 

::::: 

- 48n 2 t Cos 2nx 
(jJ 

. 
48n 2 t Sin 2nx 

(jJ 

+ [~r [dd~] 

24n2 ( ::::: Xj Sin 2nX - Yj Cos 2nX 
HO 
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[ aa;j) 

2~ (Xj Cos 2'J1"X 

- Yj Sin 2nx) rO 1 r- Sin (2'J1"X - A) ..• 2.6 

These four p"lrtial differential equations are solved by a finite 

difference scheme similar to that used for determining the film pressure. 

The pressure-height pa~ameter is then replaced with the pressure by the 

relationship : 

dP 
aa = f dP _ P dHJ 

l da H da 

. 
a = Xj, Yj, Xj, Yj 

and the derivative sml~ed over the bearing surface to give the two force 

derivatives : 

dFX dFY 
~ 

The boundary condition used for the finite difference scheme is 

th t th d " dP t 'd th £'1 d a e pressure erlvatlves are zero 01.1 51 e e pressure -1 m an 

at all points inside a groove. The program maintains the groove 

pressure at a constant value thus the derivatives are automatically zero. 

On the axial boundary of the pressure film 

::::: P 
X,l 

o 

which again are independent of the journal position and velocity. 
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In the circumferential direction this boundary condition implies 

that the extent of the pressure film remains constant. This is sat-

isfactory as the dynamic bearing cor;fficients are correct only for the 

particular oil pressure film that existed when calculating PO. It was 

assumed that the infinitesimal changes in the journal displacement and 

velocity implied in the definition of the pressure derivative 

dP lim 6p . . 
da = 6~O 6a a = Xj, Yj, Xj, Yj 

have little effect on the position of the oil pressure film boundaries. 

As for the pressure distribution, symmetry about the b~aring surface 

centre line is maintained thus the relaxation is performed only on half 

the bearing surface. 

The over-relaxation factor employed is the same as that used for 

the pressure calculation (Section 11.4). The equations to be solved, 

2.6, are the same type, second order elliptical, and the variables that 

determine the over-relaxation factor, that is, the mesh size and bearing 

length to diameter ratio, have the same value. 

Relaxation Convergence criterion 

The accuracy requirement for the dynamic bearing coefficients is 

not as severe as for the oil film force. The coefficients are used to 

estimate the film force in each locus step and are assumed to apply over 

a range of journal displacements and velocities. The coefficients 

actually vary in a non-linear manner and this is the major limiting factor 

on the step length. Small errors in calculating them will, therefore, 

have minor influences on the program behaviour. The forces calculated 

from the prbssure distribution are used to check the accuracy of each 

locus step and are thus required to be of a higher accuracy than that of 



the dynamic bearing coefficients. 

A further consideration was computation time. Four relaxation 

procedures are required to calculate the eight coefficients but only 

one for the oil film force. Time-saving in the calculation of the 

coefficients is thus of much more importance to program efficiency. 

Relaxation is terminated when the change in the relaxed parameter 

between successive iteration cycles at every grid point is less than 

the tolerance set. 

n+l 
dP 
da 

dP 
da 

n n 

< 10.ACC. (~! J 
max 

a = Xj, Yj, Xj, Yj 

Basing the tolerance on the maximum parameter value, [::nJ ' 
max 

ensures 

that convergence is not held up by minor changes in regions of small 

parameter values. The choice of ten times the tolerance used in 

the pressure relaxation was made after conducting trial computations 

on a plain circular bearing for unit wedge (effective rotational speed 

2y . 
of the journal, 1 - ~ , of 1.0) and unit squeeze films (radial journal 

velocity of 1.0). These results are shown in Figures 2-5 and 2-6. 

Two calculations were made at each journal velocity and displacement. 

The first with ACC set at 10-3 and the second at 10=7 to form a basis 

for the error calculations. The relaxation cycles required for each 

calculation and the percentage error in the coefficients are shown. 

The velocity coefficients, bxy and byx, for the squeeze film are not 

shown as these are theoretically zero and thus error calculations would 

be meaningles~. 
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CYCLES FOR CYCLES FOR CYCLES FOR 

ECCENTRIC ITY % ERROR :j! ACC OF % ERROR ACC OF % ERROR ACC OF % ERROR 

RATIO kxx kyx 10- 7 10 -3 kxy 'I kyy 10-7 10- 3 bxx byx 10- 7 10-3 bxy byy 

·2 5·0 . 5 44 16 1 '1 2·6 43 16 1·2 5·4 43 16 5·6 ·6 

·5 1· 2 ·32 1..4 16 ·36 ·37 43 1 7 ·5 1· 0 43 17 1·6 ·33 

·8 ·11 ·12 42 17 - - 42 18 ·13 ·15 42 18 ·2 -

·95 - - 44 20 - - 43 19 - - 42 18 - -
~-

'" Percentage error based on va!ue of coeffient calculated with convergence tolerance 
(ACC) of -~ Errors less than 0 ,1%) shown as-. 

t No. of iteration cycles required to calculate the coefficients for convergence 
tolerances (ACC) of 10-7 and 10-3. 

I CYCLES FOR 

ACC OF 
10- 7 10-3 

45 16 

1..1.. 16 

43 17 

44 20 

FIG. 2-5 EFFECT OF RELAXATION CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE ON THE ACCURACY AND NUMBER 

OF CYCLES OF CALCULATION OF THE DYNA IC BEARING COEFFICIENTS. UNIT 

WEDGE OIL PRESSURE FILM. 

W 
N 



CYC + FORI CYCLES FOR CYCLES FOR CYCLES FOR 

ECCENTRICITY % ERROR:t ACC % ERROR ACC OF % ERROR ACC OF 0/0 ERROR ACC OF 

RATIO kxx kyx 10-7 10- 3 kxy kyy 10- 7 3 bxx I byx 10- 7 10- 3 bxy byy 10- 7 10- 3 

·7 1,6 42 15 2·4 ·12 38 14 44 15 1 ·3 4 15 

-
.5 ·£.5 ·9 39 14 ,I." - 38 15 40 13 ·38 37 15 

,8 - - 40 14 ·12 - 38 16 '13 41 14 - I 
,95 - - 42 17 ·14 - 39 15 - 42 15 - 42 17 

-

:t Percentage error based on value of coefficient calculated th convergence tolerance 
(ACC} of 10- 7. Errors ss than 0·1% shown as 

+ iteration cycles calculate the coefficie con vergence 
nces ALL) of 1 3 

OF o LERANCE E N BER 

S OF LCU OF THE 0 C BEARING C NTS. 

IT EEZE IL PRESSU L " w 
w 
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The choice of the tolerance was a compromise between accuracy and 

speed. The value, 10-
3

, gave good accuracies for eccentricities above 

0.5 with computation times of half those for the pressure calculation. 

The errors increased as the eccentricity ratio was reduced, but they 

remained of the same order as the errors introduced by using the bearing 

coefficients in the locus marching procedure. 

II.7 OIL FILM WORK 

The stability of a rotating system is very much dependent on the 

behaviour of its bearings. The bearings provide a mechanism to excite 

or dampen the vibratory motion of the rotor, drawing energy from the 

rotation of the shaft. This is particularly important with hydro-

dynamic bearings because the asymmetry of the oil pressure film enables 

considerable quantities of energy to be transferred. 

There are three mechanisms of oil pressure film generation : 

(i) Hydrostatic: The pressure in the bearing grooves is 

created by external pumping. 

(ii) Wedge: This is the dragging of the oil into the con-

verging film by the rotation of the journal. The film 

is modified by the an~ular velocity of the journal about 

the bearing centre. 

(iii) Squeeze: A radial journal velocity produces a pressure 

film by forcing the oil out from between the closing 

journal and bearing surfaces. 

about the eccentricity vector. 

This film is symmetrical 

The wedge and squeeze terms can be seen in the polar co-ordinate 

form of Reynolds equation (2.la). The right hand side of this is : 
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. 
RHS "" 6jl(e(w 2y) Sin (8 y) ~ 28 Cos (8 

Wedge Squeez;e 

The third term applies to non-circular geometries where the bearing 

segment centre and the co-ordinate system centre do not coincide. 

The effect of the journal centre angular velocity on the wedge film 

is clearly shown. 
. 

For y less than half the shaft speed, a trailing 

. film exists as depicted in Fig. 2-7. The oil film force has a com-

ponent in the direction of the journal motion, provided the journal 

centre rotation is in the same direction as the shaft rotation, and 

energy is fed into the rotating system. Damping occurs if y > I 
as a leadi~g film is formed. 

• W 
The condition y = 2 is known as half speed whirl. The wedge 

film ceases to exist leaving the squeeze film to support the bearing 

load. Obviously a positive radial velocity cannot be maintained in-

definitely and the journal collapses onto the bearing surface. 

Physically half speed whirl occurs when the velocity of the wedge is 

equal to the mean velocity of the carried flow. Continuity is sat-

isfied at all points on the bearing surface, thus the mechanism of wedge 

film generation no longer exists. 

The influence of the wedge film on the stability of a system is 

perhaps most clearly shown by the model in Figure 2-8. This model 

represents a light elastic shaft, stiffness 2Ks, with a central rotor 

mass 2Mr mounted in two identical light plain circular journal bearings. 

The system is depicted whirling about the bearing centre with angular 

. 
velocity y, equal to the natural frequency of the system, and a trailing 

film. The work done by the oil pressure film on the journal per rotor 

revolution, assuming a constant eccentricity, is : 
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pressure distribution 

-

trail,ing film 

y w'2 

pressure d load 

leading film 

y w/2 

FIG. 2-7 WEDGE OIL PRESSURE CONFIGURATIONS 
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Iy 
_-t---!1' oil film force on journal 

x 

FIG: M ROTOR MODEL; SINGLE MASS 

AND LIGHT JOURNAL. 
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WORK ~ DEL.Sinl/J 21Tt:. 

A force balance on the rotor mass can be achieved only with the addition 

of the force F. This may be applied as damping or by acceleration 

of the rotor. An elementary analysis of the system geometry will show 

that the energy dissipated in the damper, or added to the rotor, equals 

the pressure film work. Thus, the trailing film excites the rotor. 

In general, the oil film work is too c('lmplex to assess analytically 

so numerical methods are required. The journal centre locus is marched 

out in time and the work increment calculated at each step 

OWORK = -(FXJ + FXJ 1) 
OXj _ (FYJ + FYJ

n
_

l
) OYj 

n n- 2 n 2 

where FXJ .1FYJ 1 Journal load components at the beginning of 
n- n-

FXJ ,FYJ 
n n 

8Xj,oYj 

the nth step. 

= Journal load components at the end of the 

nth step. 

= Journal centre step. 

The force applied to the journal is used in this equation. In 

.•• 2.7 

marching out the journal locus the journal position and velocity at the 

end of a time step are estimated to achieve a force balance on the 

journal between the applied load and the oil film force (see 111.3). 

For each locus step errors are introduced into the work calculation 

the incorrect journal step and the incorrect forces resulting from 

calculating the film forces at a displacemen't and velocity containing 

the locus step error By using the applied journal load the latter 

is avoided, but this does not necessarily improve the accuracy of the 

calculation. F,or example, with a linear elastic system (Le. a 

simple spring), the work is determined by the end conditions and is thus 

independent of the intermediate steps. If the relationship between 

the displacement and force is modified, as would happen if the applied 
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load was used for the work calculation instead of the calculated force, 

the accuracy for a step would improve, but not the calculation as a 

whole. Numerical experiments were conducted (see VI.I) and these 

showed no significant difference between the two methods of calculation 

for a wedge oil pressure film. 

When calculating the oil film work the bearing can be loaded by 

the rotor or the latter can be represented by a force locus. Initially 

a circular force locus, that is, a constant magnitude vector rotating 

at constant speed with the possible addition of a static component, was 

used for this purpose, but ex~ept for a few cases, it was found 

to be inadequate. In general, even an undamped single mass rotor 

model was fou~d to be too complex to represent ~s a simple force locus. 

However, this technique is of benefit to assess the stability character-

istics of a rotor bearing combination. This is discussed fully in 

Chapter 6. 

The oil film subjects the journal to a viscous shear drag. Again, 

because of the film asymmetry, this affects the journal's transverse 

motion. The frictional force has two parts, one due to the pressure 

flow and the second to the carried flow. By considering the velocity 

profile, the shear force at any point on the journal surface is g 

OSF E.. [1!... dP + 1:.J 2TIOx.oZ •• 2.8 
R 4TI H 

If the x and y components of this are summed, the film asymmetry 

leaves a resultant force on the journal. 

The effect of friction was not included in the analysis for two 

reasons : 

(i) The effect of the friction is stabilizing on an unstable 
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Cameron, Akers and Michaelson(23) found that the friction 

was stabilizing although it was never found to transform an unstabl"e 

system to a stable one. Omission of friction thus errs on the side 

of safety. 

(ii) The effect is small. The first term in Equation 2.8, 

the shear force due to the oil film pressure, can be integrated 

over the bearing surface to give the drag force for a wedge film in 

a plain circular bearing. 

FORCE 
DEL 

= 
r £ 
R 2 Sin l/J • 

Derivation of this equation can be found in Cameron (24) . 

the magnitude of each term : 

Thus: 

Sin l/J < 1 

£/2 < .5 

r/R = 0 (.001) 

r 
R 

£ 
2 . Sin l/J 0(.05%) 

Consider 

This is the total drag force arising from the pressure flow, thus any 

translational forces generated will be of equal or smaller magnitude. 

The x and y components of the shear force due to the .carried 

flow can also be determined by integration over the bearing surface. 

Consider a position X on the bearing surface as shown in Figure 2-9. 

The x and y components of the shear force are 
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yl 

x 

disrupted oil film 

VISCOUS SHEAR FORC ON THE JOURNAL 

SURFACE AND THEIR RESULTANT 

TRANSLATIONAL COMPONENTS SFX AND Y. 
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SFX rr 27TE. 
Sin 27TX 

dX.dZ 
R H 

o Q 

SFY =: rr 27TE. dX.dZ •. 2.9 
R H 

o 0 

As none of the variables are functions of the axial displacement, Z, 

integratiOn in this direction is readily achieved. Before integration 

with respect to X can be performed, a number of assumptions are 

necessary 

(a) The bearing is circular and ungrooved. The film 

thickness is then : 

H = I + € Cos 27TX. 

(b) The film is complete in the convergent section of the 

bearing, 0 < X < .5, but disrupts into streamers as 

the clearance increases. The aggregate width of the 

streamers, £, is obtained by applying flow continuity 

between the point of minimum film thickness, X = .5, 

and a general point x. 

WR £ H ~R 1. (1 _ €) 

1 - € 

H 

The integrals 2.9 bec.ome 

SFX ::::: f~ 
o 

27Tr Sin 2'ITX 
R 

(l 2'ITr 
• dX + J~ R 

1-€ Sin2'ITX 

(1+€Cos2'ITX) 2 

dx 

SFY 
::::: (~ 2'ITr (-Cos2'ITX) 11 2'ITr (1-€) (-Cos27TX) , dx 

J
o 

R 1+€Cos2'ITX· dx + ~ R (1+€Cos27TX) 2 

Evaluate the x component first. Substitute 

H = 1 + €COs 2'ITX. 
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SFX 
r [rE~:+ tl

£ l~E -dB 
1 

=: 
R HE: 1~E: 

r 
1 (H£2 J :::: - (E l0ge 1-£] - H£ • R 

For the y component the Sommerfeld substitution is required 

Cos S £ + Cos 2TIX 
1 + e:;cos 2TIX 

Thus: 

SFY 2TIr [( 1 1 dX == R £ £ (l+£Cos2TIX) 

[ 1-£ 

[ 
1 III + ---- dX 

£ l+£Cos2TIX (1+ECos2TIX) 2 

2~r [ L I~ + tTI l-E 1 - l-ecO"f]dS] :::: 
£R 2 (l_£2)i'~ 0 

= TIr 
£R 

From these two components the resultant translational force arising 

from the carried flow can be calculated : 

SF 

These forces have been evaluated for a bearing of length to diameter ratio 

.75 and clearance ratio .001. The results, tabulated in Figure 2-10, 

show that the ratio of shear force to oil film force increases as the 

eccentricity ratio is lowered. The maximum value calculated was .32% 

at an eccentricity ratio of 0.1 thus the influence of the shear friction 

is small. 

The values of the force components calculated were positive. Referr-

ing to Figure 2-9, it can be seen that the translational force will, 

therefore, oppose a forward whirl of the journal thus inducing stability. 
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If the journal operates with a leading film, simulated in Figure 2~9 

by reversing the rotation of the shaft, the shear force assists the 

whirl, thus reducing the damping effect of the oil pressure film. 

The result for a trailing film agrees with the findings of Cameron, 

Akers and Michaelson. However, it is not clear in their paper what 

effect friction had on a stable system and thus a comparison for a 

leading film cannot be made. 

The vlork performed by the oil film on the journal for a constant 

speed, constant amplitude journal centre whirl is given by 

~'lORK 2'IT£ (DEL.Sinl/J - SFY). 

The choice of axes for the calculation of the shear force components 

was such that SFY is perpendicular to the journal eccentricity vector. 

For the shear force to render the system stable : 

or 

SFY > DEL. Sin l/J 

DEL. Sin 
SFY 

< 1 

The value of this ratio is also tabulated in Figure 2-10. It far from 

satisfies the inequality thus agreeing with the observation of 

Cameron, Akers and Michaelson that the effect of friction never trans-

formed an unstable system to a stable one. 

From this elementary investigation it is apparent that the trans-

lational force resulting from the viscous shear drag of the oil film on 

the journal is small compared to the oil pressure force. Although 

this force affects the stability of a bearing-rotor system, the work of 

Cameron, Akers and Michaelson(23) and the calculations presented here 

show its influence to be small and that it does not change the direction 

of the energy flow between the oil film and journal. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

COMPUTER PROGRAM 

In this chapter the program to analyse a dynamically loaded 

bearing is described. The first section considers the general layout 

of the program and describes briefly its function and capabilities. 

This is followed by three sections describing the system used to define 

the bearing surface geometry and the techniques employed to march out 

the journal and rotor loci. 

111.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The program has two major tasks. The first is to march out the 

journal centre locus when the bearing is subjected to a load that is 

dependent. The second is to calculate the work done by the oil film 

force on the journal as the journal moves around this locus. 

There are two basic variants of the program, the difference arising 

from the method of loading the bearing. In the first the journal is 

loaded directly by a predetermined force locus. This consists of a 

stationary force plus a constant magnitude force vector rotating at a 

constant angular velocity. These forces represent the static and 

dynamic loads transmitted to the bearing through the rotor shaft. The 

validity of assuming the dynamic load to take this form is discussed in 

Chapter 6. 

The second variant incorporates either a single or twin mass rotor 

model (Figures 3-4 and 3-5). The bearing is now loaded by the forces 

transmitted through the rotor shaft. The rotor mass, or masses, can 

be loaded with a static and rotating force to simulate external loads; 

for example, rotor weight and out of balance. 
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The program was written to handle a wide variety of bearing designs. 

The cross-sectional shape of the bearing is defined by up to three 

circular arcs thus allowing designs such as elliptical, spiral and three 

lobe to be considered. Provision has also been made for a comprehens-

ive pattern of grooves which may be pressurised 

Apart from the locus stepping section the flow diagrams for the 

programs are very similar. A simplified diagram is sho\~ in Fig. 3-1 

and a complete source listing for the directly loaded journal program is 

given in the Appendix together with a brief summary of the role of each 

subroutine. 

At the begin~ing of the main loop, Fig. 3-1, the minimum oil film 

thickness is calculated and checked to ensure the journal is within the 

bearing clearance. Reynolds equation is then solved, as described in 

Chapter 2, and the pressure distributions summed to obtain the oil film 

forces. The accuracy of each locus step is assessed by checking the 

force balance on the journal. The time increment for the next step 

is adjusted according to this check or, if the accuracy is sufficiently 

poor, the step repeated with a reduced time increment. 

The work performed by the oil film on the journal is calculated at 

this stage using Equation 2.7 

Calculation of the dynamic bearing coefficients involves four re

laxation procedures and summing the results over the bearing surface. 

The mean coefficients for the next locus step are estimated by linear 

extrapolation from these coefficients and the set calculated at the 

preceding locus position. 
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The program for the directly loaded journal is halted after two 

cycles of the rotating load. The first of these is required to remove 

the transients introduced by the starting conditions. If the program 

incorporates a rotor model it can be terminated after any nwnber of 

load cycles or when a specified computation time has elapsed. 

I I I • 2 BEARING GEOI1ETRY 

The bearing cross-sectional geometry is defined as a series of 

circular a::s.:cs. Up to three of these segments can be used, but they 

must subtend equal angles at t,he bearing centre and together make up a 

complete 360 0 bearing. The first segment of a three land bearing is 

shown in Fig. 3-2 with the journal positioned at the centre of the 

segment. The radial clearance, r, is the difference between the 

segment and journal radii. The clearance space is the area remaining 

within the segment when the journal radius is reduced to zero. This 

is a convenient way to show the journal position and bearing surface 

together. If the bearing was drawn to scale the bearing clearance 

,.,ould be imperceptible because the clearance ra"tio r/R is of the 

order of .001. The clearance space is used in later chapters to 

bound the journal locus. It does not, however, necessarily form 

the limit of possible journal movement. 

The minimum clearance of the segment, em, is the minimum film 

thickness when the journal is at the bearing centre. The value of 

this parameter for the final segment, that is, the third segment for a 

three land bearing, is used to non-dimensionalize the system's variables 

(see II.2) for multi-land bearings. 
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The co-ordinate system, both cartesian and polar, used to describe 

the journal and the rotor positions are based on the bearing centre. 

The permissible grooving for each segment is shown in Fig. 3-3. 

The inlet and outlet grooves are of the same width, but their length 

may vary. One slot of unrestricted size and position may be in-

corporated in each segment half. The program data to define the 

grooves relates to half the bearing surface only, leaving the program 

to impose symmetry about the centre of the bearing. 

Discontinuities in the film thickness or its derivatives occur at 

the junction of segments with non-circular bearing geometries. Finite 

difference solution of Reynolds equation at these points will fail to 

give pressure and flow balance. This can be overcome by treating each 

segment as a separate partial arc bearing and adjusting the entry and 

exit boundary conditions to achieve the balance. However, this requires 

an additional iterative loop to be placed around the pressure film relax-

ation and is thus expensive to compute. The problem was avoided for 

this program by the restriction that a groove must be placed wherever a 

film discontinuity exists. This effectively separates the bearing 

segments and ensures a pressure balance. The flow balance is assumed 

to be satisfied by the oil supply system to the groove. 

111.3 LOCUS STEPPING - DIRECTLY LOADED JOURNAL 

The journal centre locus is marched out in a series of time steps. 

The load applied to the journal is defined as a function of time and 

thus its value at the end of a step is known. Using the dynamic 

bearing coefficients the journal displacement and velocity required 

to produce an equal oil film force are calculated. At the new position 
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the film are solved to check the force balance on the journal, 

and hence the accuracy of the steV, and to obtain the dynamic bearing 

coefficients in preparation for the next step. 

At the beginning of a step the oil film force, dynamic bearing 

coefficients and journal displacement and velocity are known. After 

a small time at the x component of the film force is approximately 

The discrepancy in this equation is produced by assuming the bearing 

coefficients to be constant. It was found that the marching technique 

was considerably improved by replacing the coefficients calculated at 

the beginning of the step with the mean values estimated for the proposed 

step by linear extrapolation. 

kxx :::: 

where Dt is the length of the previous step. 

The load applied to the journal by the force locus is solely a 

function of time and thus defined at the end of the step. To achieve 

a force balance on the journal the oil film force and the journal load 

must be equal, thus 

FXJ
at 

By assuming a constant journal acceleration throughout the step the 

change in the x component of the journal displacement and velocity are 

given by 
. 

Xj8t) 
at 

oXj :: {Xjo + 2 

8Xj Xjot 
. 

"" XjO ••• 3.3 



Substituting from these four equations into Equation 3.1 

FXJ ot "'" FXO + kxx 0; ( Xj at + Xj 0) + bxx (:Xj ot ~ Xj 0) 
+ kxy 0; (Yjat + Yjo) + bxy (Yjot ~ Yjo) 

• at 
bxx) + Xjat (kxxT + bxx) 

at • at 
+ Yjo (kxy - bxy) + Yjot (kxy T + bxy) 

A similar expression can be derived for the y component, 

are blO simultaneous equations to solve for Xjot and YjatO 

Thus: 

. 
Xj at = 

Yjat 
bc.aa ~ ac.ba 

== aa. 

where 

kxx 
at + bxx aa 

ab kxy at + bxy == 

Xjo 
at bxx) YjO (kxy at 

ac = FXJ - FX - (kxx -- -at 0 2 

ba kyx 
ot 

+ byx == 2 

bb kyy 
ot + byy = 2 

bc = FYJ8t - FYO 
Yjo(kyy ot - byy) - Xj a (kyx 8; 

The new journal position can now be calculated: 

Xjot XjO + d{jo + Xjat) 
ot 

"" 2 

. 
+ Yjot) Yjat = YjO + (YjO 2 
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... 3.4 

thus there 

bxy) 

- byx) 

The accuracy of each step is checked by calculating the oil film 

force at the new journal position and velocity and comparing it to the 

applied load. The error is expressed as a fraction of the applied load. 
2 ~ 

WACC ::::: 
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This is compared to the tolerance, LOADAC, and according to the result, 

one of four actions taken : 

(i) WACC < .1 LOADAC ~ step length increased. 

(ii) .1 LOADAC < WACC < 5 LOADAC - step length unchanged. 

(iii) .5 LOADAC < WACC < LOADAC - step length reduced. 

(iv) LOADAC < WACC - step length reduced and step repeated. 

The marching process does not assume an accurate force balance at 

the beginning of the step. The required change in the oil film force 

is : 

OF = 

If the error at the close of the preceding step was E 

OF = FXJot ~ (FXJ
O 

- E) 

Thus each step seeks to remove the errors of previous steps. In this 

way the program avoids accumulating errors, a problem that often plagues 

systems solved by marching techniques. 

111.4 LOCUS STEPPING 

Single Step 

The bearing-rotor system and model are shown in Figure 3~4. The 

rotor is a single mass mounted on a light elastic shaft midway between 

two identical hydrodynamic bearings. The rotor mass is also coupled 

to ground by viscous dampers. As the system is s~~etrical about 

the mass only half the rotor is required for the computer model. The 

system is represented by a point mass Mr joined to a light journal by 

a spring. The external loading on the mass, in addition to the viscous 

damping, is comprised of a static load and a constant magnitUde rotating 

force vector 

out of balance. 

The latter permits simulation of dynamic loads such as 
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The locus marching technique is an extension of the method used 

for the directly loaded journal. In this case the force applied to 

the journal is defined by the deflection of the shaft, that is, the 

extension of the spring Ks. The journal load is given by : 

FXJ = Ks (Xr xj) 

FYJ = Ks (Yr - Yj) ••• 3.6 

The equations of motion for the rotor mass are 

.. 
MrXr FXT + Ks(Xj - Xr) - BrXr 

. 
MrYr = FYT + Ks (Yj - Yr) - BrYr • •• 3.7 

The rotor acceleration is assumed to be a linear function of time within 

each Taking the time t to be zero at the beginning of the 

step and ot at the end, the x component of the rotor acceleration is 

:::: 

By integrating this twice, the velocity and displacement at the end of 

the step are obtained. 

. .. ot 
Xrot 

:::: a + xrot "2" · •. 3.8 

xr
ot b + 

.. ot 2 

xrot '""6 • •• 3.9 

where 

. .. ot 
a = xrO + xrO T 

b ot + xrO 
ot2 

::: xrO + XrO 3 

Using equations 3.8 and 3.9 the x component of equation 3.7 can be 

written as 

And thus, collecting terms 

xrot "" aa Xjot + bb 

where aa :::: KS /[Mr.6 + Ks + 3.Br] 
ot 2 ot 

bb (FXT + Mr.6 • b _ 3Br 
<St 2 ot 

(ot a 
3 

h»/[Mr~ + Ks .,. 3Br] 
ot 2 . ot 
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substituting into 3.6 : 

FXJ8t :::: Ks «aa - 1) Xj8t + bb) 

The constants a, b, aa and bb can be evaluated at the start of each 

step thus the journal load has been reduced to a function of Xj8t only_ 

The problem can now be treated in a manner similar to that used for the 

directly loaded journal. 

Applying a force balance to the journal 

FX8t = Fxa8t 

= Ks «aa - 1) Xj8t + bb) 

Now from Equation 3.2 : 

Xj8t XjO + ~Xjo + Xj8t) 
8t 

= 
2 

Thus: 

FX8t ::: Ks (aa 

And thus the equation equivalent to 3.4 is : 

K8 [(aa -
. 8t 

bb] + Ks 
at 

1) (XjO + XjO ) + (aa - 1) Xj8t 

XjO 
8t bxx) Xjat 

8t 
::: FXO + (kxx - - + (kxx T + bxx) 

2 

at • 8t 
+ Yjo (kxy T - bxy) + Yj8t (kxy T + bxy). 

The y component can be derived in a similar manner. The result-

ing simultaneous equations in Xj8t and Yj8t are solved and the rotor 

acceleration, velocity and displacement and the journal displacement 

calculated. Using these values the oil film force is calculated and 

the force balance on the journal checked to determine the accuracy of the 

locus step. As for the directly loaded journal, the step length is 

adjusted according to the results of this check. 

An alternative scheme devised was to use a predictor-corrector 
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routine to march out the locus within each time step. Thus the 

program has two marching . schemes. 'l'he inner one, the predictor~ 

corrector routine, is restarted at the beginning of each of the outer 

steps and uses the dynamic bearing coefficients calculated at this time. 

The outer scheme involves the solution of the film equations to calculate 

the dynamic bearing coefficients and to check the accuracy of the locus. 

As before, the adjustment of the step length is made at this point. 

The predictor-corrector routine used is a scientific subroutine 

package published by LB.M. It uses Hamming's modified predictor-

corrector method to solve a system of first order ordinary differential 

equations for a given set of initial conditions. 

The development of a multiple step program was undertaken for two 

reasons : 

(i) To reduce the locus stepping errors, primarily for the 

rotor mass. The single step scheme assumes the rotor 

acceleration to be a linear function of time. The 

errors introduced by this become increasingly important 

as the step length is increased, thus limiting the maximum 

step length that can be used. 

(ii) A more flmdble solution was considered desirable to allow 

more complex rotor models to be investigated in future 

programs. For the investigation described in this thesis, 

the rotor model ",as limited to t",O damped spring-mass 

systems each connected to the massless journal. The 

model is shown in Fig. 3.5 

Two programs were written using the multiple step 'scheme both 

employing the twin mass rotor model. The second of these was developed 
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for the investigation described in Chapter S. The aim of this was 

to reduce the computation time required to solve a 

system and thus make a full solution a more practical tool. 

The approach taken was to record the dynamic bearing coefficients in 

the locus cycle and to use these to predict the in 

the coefficients over the present step. The dynamic bearing coeffic-

ients were then known as a function of the journal position and they 

could be varied within the predictor-corrector routine. 

The first program assumed the dynamic bearing coefficients to be 

constant throughout the step. The x component of the equations of 

motion for the two masses are 

. 
Mra. = FXTa + Ksa (Xj - Xra) - Bra.Xra 

Mrb.Xrb 
. 

FXTb + Ksb (xj - Xrb) - Brb.xrb 

Thus at time t 

dXra 

dXra 
(FXTat + Ksa (Xjt - xrat ) - Bra Xrat)!Mra 

dXrb 
xrbt 

dXrb (:r'XTb
t + Ksb (Xjt - Xrbt ) Brb Xrbt)!Mrb -

A similar set of equations describes the y component. 

The motion of the journal is defined by the force balance 

Ksa Xjt) + Ksb (Xrbt = Xjt) '" FX 0 
+ kxx (Xjt XjO) 

+ kxy (Yj -t 
Y' ) J o + bxx (Xj -t Xjo) + bxy (Yjt 0) 

Ksa (Yrat Yjt) + Ksb (Yrbt Yjt) == FYO + kyx (Xj -t XjO) 

O<j -
. 

cb -+ kyy (Yj - YjO) + byx XjO) + byy 0) t t t 



Rearranging 

where 

dxj =: 

dt 

dYj 
dt 

1 
DEN (ac + aa.Xjt + ahYjt + Ksa (byy,xrat - bxy.Yrat ) 

+ Ksb(byy,Xrbt - bxy,Yrbt » 

1 
DEN (bc + ba.Xjt + bb.Yjt + Ksa (bxx 

+ Ksb (bxx,Yrbt 

na = kyx,bxy - byy (kxx + Ksa + Ksb) 

ab bxy (kyy + Ksa + Ksb) - kxy.byy 

ba = byx (kxx + Ksa + Ksb) - kyx.bxx 

bb == kxy,byx - bxx (kyy + Ksa + Ksb) 

ad = -FX + kxx a a + kxy.Yja + bXX.Xja + bxy.Yja 

bd -FYa + kyx. a + kyy,Yja + byx.Xja + byy.Yja 

ac = ad.byy - bd.bxy 

bc == bd.bxx - ad.byx 

DEN = bxx.byy - bxy.byx 
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The remainder of the program - oil film force calculation, locus step 

accuracy check, step length adjustment and dynamic bearing coefficient 

calculation - is similar to that used for the directly loaded journal. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PROGRAM EVALUATION 

In this chapter the validity of the programs developed is establish-

ed by comparison with published experimental results. The correlation 

achieved was good, particularly for the bearing-rotor model. Although 

it was not intended as such, the results of this comparison illustrate 

well the behaviour of a sim9le rotor in hyd~odynamic bearings and the 

fallibility of predicting instability by linearised analysis. 

The first section of the chapter considers the major approximations 

made in deriving the oil film equations and their influence on the 

program results. An assessment of the errors introduced by the oil film 

boundary conditions, the numerical solution of the film equations and 

the locus marching scheme is also made. 

Iv.l PROGRAM ACCURACY 

The accuracy of the program is affected by a number of factors. 

The principal sources of error can be divided into four groups :

(a) Errors introduced by the assumptions made in deriving the 

oil film equations. 

1b) Approximation of the film behaviour by the oil film boundary 

model. 

(c) Numerical errors in the solution of the film equations. 

(d) Errors in the locus marching. 

The magnitude of many of these errors is dependent on the conditions 

under which the bearing is running. The following sections assess each 

of these and indicates the conditions under which the errors are likely 
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to be large, References are included permitting a more detailed 

investigation if it is 

(a) Laminar Flow - the oil film \vas assumed to be completely laminar. 

This is incorrect as the flow normally exhibits some degree of turbul-

ence and can be expected to become fully turbulent when the Reynolds 

number exceeds 2000, that is : 

> 2000 \vhere u = WR, journal surface speed. 

(2 to;) 
Huggins ~ conducted an experimental investigation into the transition 

from laminar to turbulent flow for a 24 inch diameter elliptical bearing. 

He noted a definite ,transition at a Reynolds number of approximately 

2000, but found that the flow was never truly laminar. He concluded 

that the non-laminar behaviour was produced by turbulence introduced 

at the grooves in the bearing surface and by the inertia of the oil film. 

(This was assumed to be negligible when deriving Reynolds equation). 

The influence of both of these decreased as the Reynolds number was 

reduced. Experimental work by Duffin and Johnson (26) showed that for 

a 19 inch diameter circular bearing, the bearing behaviour agreed with 

laminar flow theory up to a Reynolds number of 1000. 

The parameter most sensitive to the change in flow regimes is the 

viscous shear friction. The investigation conducted for this thesis 

did not involve calculation of this, thus the primary error produced by 

assuming laminar flow did not occur. The film flow regime does, 

however, also affect the oil pressure film forces. From the experiment-

al work mentioned above, satisfactory agreement with experimental results 

can be expected for Reynolds numbers less than 1000. If the bearing 

surface is heavily grooved this figure may have to be reduced. 
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(b) Lubricant Viscosity The lubricant viscosity is a function of 

temperature and pressure, For a statically loaded bearing the oil film 

pressure and temperature both reach their maximum value in the region of 

minimum film thickness. Their effect on the film pressure generation, 

is, however, different. The viscosity is lowered by increased temp-

erature and raised by higher pressure. Usually the thermal effect is 

more significant thus variation of the viscosity derates the bearing; 

that is, a higher eccentricity is required to maintain the same load. 

The influence of temperature on the performance 6f a statically 

loadAd journal bearing has been investigated by a number of authors 

. (27,28) 
both theor~tically and experlmentally • In general, their re-

suIts show that the isoviscous assumption introduces significant errors, 

in the order of tens of percent, which are dependent on the bearing and 

its operating condition. McCallion and Smalley found the error to 

increase with the journal eccent:.icity and authors of both references 

found the bearing outlet viscosity to be the best value to assume for 

an isoviscous model. 

These results are for a statically loaded bearing. When the 

bearing is dynamically loaded the position of the oil film can change 

at a rate comparable to the journal surface velocity. Under these 

conditions mixing of the lubricant will be different and the point of 

maximum bearing surface temperature will change. It is quite conceiv-

able that these two will reduce the variation of the film temperature 

around the bearing thereby improving the isoviscous assumption. 

Experimental work by Middleton(29) supports this suggestion. He 

found that the journal eccentricity required for a load rotating 

at shaft speed was less than that for an equal static load. From 
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Reynolds equation, 2,la, the eccentricities would be expected to be 

equal. Middleton attributed the change to a lower temperature in the 

lubricant at the point of minimum film thickness. 

with the static load, a single part of the bearing surface is con-

tinually subjected to the high temperature oil. There is considerable 

circumferential flow of energy in the bush (see 28, 30) i thus the oil 

entering the region of minimum film thickness is preheated. with the 

synchronous load a single region of the shaft is always at the point of 

minimum film thickness. However, the shaft is more effectively cooled 

by a central circumferential groove as was used in Middleton's test 

bearing, hecause the oil flow past its high temperature region is greater 

than the flow observed by the bearing surface in the static load case. 

Thus the peak shaft temperature is lower and the viscosity variation 

around the film reduced. 

(c) Journal Alignment - Perfect alignment of the journal and bearing 

axes was assumed. Although this is generally incorrect and misalign-

d 'l ' d ' 1 ' (19) , ment can be rea ~ y l.ncorporate ~n a computer so utl.on I lt was con-

side red unwise to complicate the investigation carried out for this thesis 

with any additional variables. 

Design charts for the effect of journal misalignment have been pub

lished by McCallion and Smalley (3l) • 

(d) Bearing Distortion - The bearing was assumed to be perfectly rigid. 

A theoretical examination of a thin bearing shell backed by a rigid 

, (32) 
housing was conducted by Hooke, Brl.ghton and Q'Donoghue • Their 

results show that distortion of the bearing surface has little effect 

on the relationship between bearing load and minimum oil film thickness. 
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The authors concluded that for thin bearing shells constructed of 

materials with Poisson's ratio less than 0.4, surface deformation is 

proportional to the film pressure. 

Oil Film Boundary Conditions 

The oil film boundary conditions adopted for this investigation were 

(31) 
used by McCallion and Smalley and found to give results which com-

pared favourably with experjmental values. However, under conditions of 

very light bearing loads the assumption that the film breaks down at 

zero gauge pressure and cannot sustain subat-mospheric values, can intro-

duce errors. Under such conditions small changes in the disruption 

pressure can significantly influence thp. bearing behaviour as shown by 

Lloyd (14) • He found that changing the disruption pressure from atmos-

pheric to zero was capable of completely changing the journal centre locus. 

Turbo-machinery bearings, however, rarely operate under light loads 

as these film conditions have been found to promote instability. sit-

uations in which the magnitude of the disruption pressure is important 

are thus unlikely to be encountered. 

Numerical Accuracy of the oil Film Equation Solution 

The accuracy of the journal centre locus and oil film work cal-

culation are not dependent on the accuracy of the dynamic bearing coeff-

icients. The coefficients are used solely to march out the journal 

centre locus and the accuracy of this is controlled by adjusting the 

step length. Thus the errors involved in determining the coefficients 

affect the length of the step, but not its quality. 
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Numerical errors in the oil film force arise in three ways 

(a) Incomplete convergence of the pressure relaxation; 

(b) finite difference approximation of the pressure derivatives; 

(c) Summation of the pressure over the bearing surface. 

The error arising from (a) was shown to be insignificant (Figure 2-3). 

Those resulting from the finite difference approximation and pressure 

summation increa.se rapidly with the journal eccentricity and are each of 

the order of 5% for an eccentricity ratio of 0.95 (see 11.4 and 11.5). 

Step Accuracy 

The accuracy of the journal centre locus is controlled by checking 

the force balance on the journal at the conclusion of each step and 

adjusting the step length according to the result (see 111.3). For 

the majority of the work described in this thesis, the tolerance on the 

force balance, LOADAC, was 5%. If the error in the force balance exceed-

ed this figure, the step was repeated; if it exceeded 2.5% the succe6d-

ing step length reduced and if the balance was better than 0.5% the 

step length increased. Experience with the program showed that this 

gave an average error in the force balance of between 1 and 2 percent. 

IV.2 OIL FILM FORCES 

The first step in checking the validity of the program was to compare 

the oil film force of a statically loaded bearing to experimental results. 

, f I' 'k (33) d For thlS purpose the results 0 G lenlC e were use • 

Glienicke conducted experimental work to determine the stiffness and 

damping coefficients of a number of turbine bearings. To check his 

experimental results he did a preliminary investigation of a statically 

loaded plain circular journal bearing. His results are shown in Figure 
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4-1 and are presented as a plot of non-dimensional journal load against 

journal eccentricity ratio and the journal centre locus as the applied 

load is slowly increased, 

The choice of program data with which to perform the comparison was 

largely arbitrary. Glienicke's paper supplies no details of the test 

parameters apart from the bearing clearance rntio and length to diameter 

ratio. The limitations of the test rig, w'ith regard to the bearing 

load, shaft speed and bearing dimensions, are described and the data was 

retained within these limits. 

The test data was 

LID ::::: .5 

D ::::: 120 rom (4.72 in) 

Shaft 
1500 r.p.m. :::: 

Speed 

Viscosity 0.2 poise (2.9 
-6 

::::: x 10 reyns) 

r/R :::: 0.0019 

The results are shown in Figure 4-1 and it can be seen that they agree 

well with the experimental values. The greatest variation in both the 

journal centre locus and load parameter occur at an eccentricity of 0.6. 

The percentage difference in the journal load at this point is approxim-

ate1y 20%, but at eccentricities higher than 0.7, the correlation is 

very good. 

The bearing model used in the computer program requires only the 

journal eccentricity ratio and bearing length to diameter ratio to define 

the non-dimensional oil film force. However, many of the factors likely 

to cause discrepancies between the experimental and theoretical results 

are dependent on other parameters l as discussed earlier, and as these 

are not known, it is not possible to suggest reasons for the variation in 
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the results. 

The discrepancies between Glienicke's results and the theoretical sol

utions published in his paper are similar to those discovered in this 

comparison. This suggests that the solution of the bearing model by 

the program is correct and that the discrepancies lie either in the 

bearing model or in the experimental results. 

From this comparison it was concluded that the computer program was 

solving the oil film force equation satisfactorily and that a reasonable 

agreement with experimental results could, in general, be expected. The 

latter is, of course, dependent on the ~onditions under which the bearing 

operates. 

IV.3 DYNAMIC BEARING COEFFICIENTS 

The dynamic bearing coefficients are used in the computer program to 

estimate the oil film forces at the end of a proposed step. The accuracy 

criterion is, therefore, not necessarily agreement with experimentally 

determined values, but satisfaction of the equation: 

OFX = kxx.OXj Yj = constant 

for each of the eight coefficients. 

To check this, the coefficients kxx and bxx were plotted against xj, 

for Yj = 0, and the values of these coefficients calculated from the 

change in the oil film force, superimposed on the curves. The stiffness 

term OFX!OXj was calculated over a displacement interval of 0.1 and the 

damping term for a velocity change of 0.01 to O. 

The results are shown in Figure 4-2 and excellent correlation was 

obtained between the two values. 
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IV.4 DIRECTLY LOADED BEARING 

Comparison of the journal centre locus of a directly loaded bearing 

was made with the experimental results published by Shawki and Freeman (34) • 

The authors of this paper built a test rig to investigate the performance 

of a journal bearing loaded directly with a static and sinusoidal 

load. Both load components were in the same plane. 

The test bearing had a length to diameter ratio of 1.5 and a clear-

ance ratio of .0016. Two comparative runs were made, both with a 

sinusoidally alternating load, that is, no static load component. The 

non-dimensional load parameter was 5.1 ~nd the rela-tive load velocity, 

¢/w, .2 and .933. The bearing load was defined by : 

FXJ = 5.1 cos ¢ 

FYJ = O. 

The results of the comparison are shown in Figures 4~3 and 4-4. 

The solid line is the journal- centre locus measured by Shawki and Freeman 

and the broken line the computed locus. Reasonable agreement was ob-

tained for the lower relative load speed, but at 0.933, although the 

journal response is similar, the loci vary by a considerable ruuount. 

The difference between the theoretical and experimental results is 

unlikely to be caused by variation of the lubricant viscosity within the 

oil film or distortion of the bearing surface as both of these have a 

small effect at low journal eccentricities. The Reynolds number, 

urp/~, based on the test rig maximum shaft speed and assuming 

-6 
lubricant viscos and density (1500 r.p.m., 2.9 x 10 reyns, 

gravity = 1) is 33, hence the film will be predominantly laminar. 
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The oil film boundary conditions adopted for the theoretical solut~ 

ion could, however, differ significantly from those existing in the test 

bearing. The film disruption pressure can be important if the dimension-

al bearing load is small, part:i.cularly as the sinusoidal applied force 

gives periods of zero bearing load, Also, at low journal eccentricit-

ies, there is a tendency for the film not to disrupt, this being possible 

by the generation of subatmospheric pressures. 

A maximum value for the bearing load C[u1 be estimated by considering 

the limits of the test rig. The maximum load frequency for the rig 

was 3 cycles per second, thus to obtain a relative load velocity of 

0.933 the shaft speed would have to be 20.2 radians per second or less. 

-6 
Assuming a typical lubricant viscosity of 2.9 x 10 reyns, the dimens-

ional bearing load over project area is : 

F 
L.D 116 lb/in2 • 

Because the bearing load is sinusoidal there will be two periods per 

load cycle of 15 degrees of load angle during which the bearing load 

over projected area falls below 15 Ib/in
2

• Thus subatmospheric dis-

ruption pressure would certainly modify the locus. At the lower rel~ 

ative load velocity this restriction on the bearing load is not as severe 

and hence the influence of the disrupted film region reduced. Closer 

agreement between the two loci was in fact found. 

In general, subatmospheric disruption pressures will reduce the 

size of the journal centre locus as the positive oil film pressures are 

reinforced by the disrupted region on the opposite side of the journal. 

A more detailed assessment is difficult as the pressure of the film in 

this region is not known and would probably be a function of both time 

and the position on the journal surface. 
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Lubricant was supplied at 30 'b/' 2 
J. 1n to the experimental bearing 

through two of holes at 90 and 270 degrees as measured from the 

positive x axis. This was simulated on the computer and found to 

have negligible effect on the journal locus. Experience with the 

program has shown that the hydrostatic lift from supply grooves is 

usually small, but disruption of the oil pressure film by the groove 

has a more marked effect. 

Both the applied load and bearing geometry are symmetrical about the 

y axis; thus, taking into account the journal rotation, the journal 

locus should be skew-symmetrical about this axis. This was obtained 

with the theoretical solutions, but not the experimental results. This 

suggests that either the bearing load was not purely sinusoidal or diff-

iculty was experienced in measuring the journal position. 

Although only moderate agreement between the theoretical and exper-

imental results was obtained, the differences are such tha't they are un-

likely to have been caused by errors in the computer program. Taking 

into considera'tion the approximations made in deriving the oil film 

equations and the difficulties involved in determining the journal centre 

locus experimentally, the correlation between the two solutions shown here 

is acceptable. 

IV.S ROTOR MODEL 

Finally a check of the programs incorporating single and twin mass 

rotor models was made. For this the experimental results of Brown 

and France(35} were used. The authors of this paper conducted a theor-

etical and experimental investigation into the amplitude of journal and 
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rotor motion of a flexible rotor mounted in plain circular hydrodynamic 

The theoretical solution was developed as an approximate 

method to determine the whirl amplitude of pump rotors operating under 

conditions predicted to be unstable by linearised analysis. 

The experimental pump shaft consisted of a single rotor 6 in (152mm) 

in diameter and 4 in (102mm) long mounted on a 2~ in (57mm) diameter shaft 

midway between two hydrodynamic bearings. The bearing centre lines 

were 30 in (762mm) apart. The bearings were plain circular, of 2~ in 

(57mm) diameter and length and a radial clearance of .003 in (.075mm). 

The static bearing load was 37.4 Ib (166N). The results used in this 

comparison obtained with a rotor unbalance of .021 Ib.in (2.4 -4 were x 10 kg .ni 

and a lubricant viscosity of 5.8 x 
-7 10 reyns (4 cP) . The 

was capable of shaft speeds up to 10,000 r.p.m. and the rotor was 

found to pass through a synchronous critical speed at 7,500 r.p.m. 

The first program run was made at 10,000 r.p.m. with a mass 

rotor model. The value of the mass was taken as that of the rotor plus 

half the shaft (.115 Ib sec
2
/in) and the stiffness evaluated assuming 

the shaft to be simply supported at the bearing centres and the rotor 

to be rigid (1.03 x 105 Ib/in). Damping of 5% of the critical value 

was added to stablize the rotor mass as previous program experience had 

shown that the rotor model could be excited by the marching process, 

A small amount of damping had cured this without greatly affecting the 

journal or rotor locus. The system was started from rest and a half 

shaft speed whirl was observed, similar to the experimental results, but 

this was found to be a transient and the motion slowly decayed to a 

synchronous whirl. 

The effect of the rotor damping and the initial conditions were 
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investigated next. Removing the damping increased the journal and rotor 

whirl amplitude slightly and the synchronous component of the motion was 

more pronounced. This was expected as viscous damping has more effect 

on high frequency motion. Changing the initial journal and rotor dis-

placements also produced minor changes in the whirl ~~plitudes and ratio 

of synchronous to half speed whirl components. However, neither the 

damping or the initial conditions changed the basic response of the system: 

a transient half speed vlhirl with a smaller synchronous component. 

Journdl mass was added to the model by using the twin mass rotor 

program and assigning a high value to the second stiffness, namely one 

hundred times the shaft stiffness. This gave a critical speed for 

the journal spring mass system alone of 107,000 r.p.m. The total 

journal mass; that is, both bearings, was taken as the portion of the 

shaft not included in the rotor mass. This gave a value of .08 lb 

2/, sec ~n. Damping on the rotor mass was retained and the system 

again run at 10,000 r.p.m. This gave excellent correlation with the 

experimental results of Brown and France and the two results are shown 

in Fig. 4-5. Both synchronous and half speed whirls were observed. 

A number of further runs were made with the same mass distribution. 

At 18000 r.p.m. both the journal and rotor whirled at .43W with rapidly 

increasing amplitude. Under these conditions the system locked onto 

the critical speed of the rotor (approximately 7,500 r.p.m.) and as the 

whirl frequency was less than half the shaft speed, a trailing wedge oil 

film existed feeding energy into the motion, 

The critical speed of the rotor in rigid bearings was 9,000 r.p.rn. 

Running the model at this shaft speed failed to excite a resonant rotor 

whirl demonstrating the importance of the bearing stiffness to the system 

response. 
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Brown and France observed a synchronous critical speed of 7,500 r,p.m. 

but this did not appear in the theoretical solution. A redistribution 

of the mass was made to include the effect at shaft over-hang. This 

increased the rotor mass; the values of the rotor and journal masses 

then being .129 and ,066 lb sec2/in respectively. Starting the system 

from rest a combination of synchronous and half speed whirls were obtain-

ed, but the latter appeared as a decaying transient. Restarting the 

program with initial conditions simulating a synchronous whirl resulted 

in a small half speed component which decayed rapidly leaving the synchron

ous motion reported by Brown and France. 

Althongh the rotor shaft speed was high, the Reynolds number, cal

culated at 10,000 r.p.m. and assuming the lubricant to have a specific 

gravity of one, is 600, thus the flow would be predominantly laminar 

The bearing ran at low eccentricities, thus distortion of the bearing 

surface and variation in the film viscosity would be minimal. The 

bearing load over projected area was small and thus the disrupted region 

of the oil film could be expected to influence the journal motion. 

However, the correlation between experimental and theoretical results was 

very good, suggesting that if the film did break down at other than 

atmospheric pressure, the influence on the bearing, under these conditions, 

must have been small. 

This comparison ;vith the experimental work of Brown and France shows 

the ability of the program to model simple bearing-rotor systems. It 

also illustrates the behaviour of such a system allowing the following 

conclusions to be drawn 

(a) Prediction of instability by linearised analysis does not 

necessarily mean an unbounded motion of the rotor or journal. 

The point of instability for this rotor was calculated by 



Brown and France to be 7,000 r,p.m. but both the 

experimental and theoretical results showed a limited 

amplitude whirl at shaft speeds higher than this; 

(b) the out of balance excites a synchronous motion and, 

for a system linearly unstable operating above its 

critical speed, the resultant motion is a combination 

of synchronous and half speed whirls; 

(c) both the journal and rotor undergo synchronous whirls 

when the shaft speed equals the critical speed; 

(d) at shaft speeds greater than twice the critical speed 

an unstable whirl occurs of frequency equal to that 

critical speed; 

(e) the nat~ral frequency of the rotor alone is not important, 

the effect of the bearing stiffness must also be 

considered; 

(f) introduction of journal mass favours the establishment 

of half speed whirl. 

82. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

To march out the displacement loci for a bearing-rotor system 

requires considerable computer time and is, therefore, expensive. The 

solution obtained applies to one set of initial conditions or forcing 

functions and thus a number of computer runs are required to analyse 

a system. Increasing the complexity of the system model also increases 

the computation. Few systems can be represented by a single bearing 

model, as used for this investigation, and it is necessary to consider 

a multi-bearing, multi-mass system. Thus, a full solution analysis 

of a bearing-rotor system is expensive and only suitable for problem 

cases or final design checks. 

The length of computation arises from the time required for the 

finite difference solutions of the oil film equations and the need for 

these solutions to be repeated at frequent intervals around the locus. 

The latter is necessary because the non-linearity of the dynamic bearing 

coefficients restricts their use to small changes in journal displacement 

and velocity from the conditions at which they were calculated, 

The aim of the work reported in this chapter vlas to considerably 

reduce the computation time necessary for a full solution of a bearing-

rotor system, by improved utilisation of the dynamic bearing coefficients. 

The alternative approach, to reduce the time required to solve the oil 

film equations, was not taken as the techniques of faster solution 

sacrifice both accuracy and generality of the solution to obtain their 

improvement. Many of the techniques reported require circumferential 

bearing s~nmetry(13,14) or, by assuming an axial pressure distribution, 

. (12) 
reduce the possible bearing surface groovJ.ng • The finite difference 
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technique used in this investigation to solve the oil film equations, 

has been developed and used by many authors; thus significant savings 

in computation are unlikely to be obtained by any further development, 

The program developed was based on the twin mass rotor program 

described in Chapter 3. The program incorporates the same rotor 

model and will accept the same bearing designs. 

V.l ALTERNATIVE SCHEMES 

A number of modifications to the computer program were tried. The 

best of these achieved a small redllction in computation time, but because 

of additional pro~ram complexity they were considered to be unsatisfactory. 

A simple form of predictor-corrector was tried. This involved 

stepping from point 1 to point 2 in the usual manner and evaluating the 

oil film force and the dynamic bearing coefficients at this point. The 

step was then retaken, finishing at point 3, using the coefficients just 

calculated at point 2 to estimate a mean value for the step. The oil 

film force only was evaluated at the final point and this was used to 

check the accuracy of the step. The dynamic coefficients used to 

start the next step were those calculated at point 2. This scheme 

increased the average step length by approximately 20%, but the addition~ 

al computation time required for the evaluation of the extra oil film 

force absorbed this and the net gain was zero. 

If the dynamic bearing coefficients were stored as a function of 

the journal displacement and velocity, repeat calculations for the same 

parameters could be avoided. However, the quantity of information 

is enormous. Allowing for twenty values of each of the four parruneters 
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the storage requirement is 1.28 million words. Also, the number of 

repeated calculations would be small excep't in cases of very small 

change between cycles of the journal centre locus. 

A plain circular bearing exhibits circL~ferential syn~etry. The 

non-circular bearing designs are made up of a series of arcs, thus 

evaluating the dynamic bearing coefficients with respect to a co~ordinate 

system rotating with the eccentricity vector could reduce the variation 

of the coefficients around the journal locus. If this is so, longer 

locus steps could be taken. To investigate this, the dynamic coeffic-

ients for an elliptical bearing design were calculated and it ,,,as found, 

even for regular journal loci, that the variation in the coefficients 

was not significantly reduced. 

The change in the length of the locus step is determined by the 

accuracy of the force balance at the end of the preceding step and is 

achieved by multiplying or dividing by a constant. An alternative 

scheme was devised expressing the new step as a function of the error 

in the load balance. It proved to be very dependent on the choice of 

function and on the data on vlhich the program was run. An improvement 

,,,as made by including the old step length in the function, but as the 

savings in time were small, and the scheme was unreliable, no further 

work was undertaken. 

V.2 

The first attempt to improve the utilisation of the dynamic bearing 

coefficients vlithin the basic program structure was to estimate, by linear 

extrapolation, the average value of the coefficients for the proposed locus 

step. The extrapolation was based on the starting point and the previous 
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point at "'hich the film equations were solved, and the coefficients est~ 

imated for the midpoint of the proposed step. The e"trapolation was 

done with respect to time as a system based on change in the journal 

position and velocity would require prior knowledge of these parameters 

at the conclusion of the step and would thus be difficult to program. 

This produced good results. For a circular journal centre locus, 

eccentricity ratio 0.6, in a plain circular bearing the number of locus 

steps required per cycle of ehe journal loc~s was reduced from 55 to 32, 

a reduction of 42%. 

This scheme was adopted for use in all the programs as significant 

savings are obtailled- for small increases in complexity and computation. 

The programming itself is straightforward, which is important if the 

program is to be used on a commercial basis, and the additional storage 

requirements small. reliability of the scheme has been proven by 

its extensive use in both the directly loaded journal program and the 

rotor model program. 

V.3 CYCLE DATA 

Bearing-rotor systems which require the greatest computation time 

are those whose loci change slowly with time. The journal centre locus 

varies little from cycle to cycle, thus the possibility exists of using 

the information calculated in the preceding cycle to assist the marching 

process. The principal factor limiting the length of a locus step 

the non-linearity of the dynamic bearing coefficients. If the change of 

the coefficients during a step could be predicted, the step length would 

increase, thus reducing the computation time per cycle of journal centre 

locus. 
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This was achieved by storing the dynamic bearing coefficients as 

they were calculated and in the following locus cycle using these values 

to estimate the change of the coefficients within a step. The twin 

mass rotor model program, on which this program was based, has two march-

ing schemes. The outer one involves the solution of the oil film 

equations, checking the accuracy of the locus and organising the inner 

marching scheme - the predictor-corrector routine. The inner scheme 

marches the locus within each step. The predictor-corrector routine 

requires the dynamic bearing coefficients to be expressed as a function of 

the journai displacement, thus storing the coefficients with respect to 

time is not possible. A two-dimensional storage array incorporating 

the two cartesian co-ordinates of the journal displacement is complicated 

and not necessary if the assumption is made that the change in journal 

position between consecutive cycles is small. The technique used was 

to estimate the centre of the journal motion, normally the journal static 

equilibrium position could be used, and define a locus position by its 

angular displacement (alpha) with reference to this point. 

bearing coefficients were stored with respect to this value. 

The eight 

From the stored information, the first derivative of each of the 

dynamic bearing coefficients with respect to alpha was calculated. The 

step length of the predictor-corrector call was defined in terms of alpha 

and the coefficient derivatives were calculated from the change in their 

values over this range of alpha during the preceding cycle. The 

predictor-corrector routine was supplied with the coefficients at the 

beginning of the step and their first derivative, and from these, the 

values of the coefficients were estimated for each point on the locus. 

The differences between this program and the twin mass rotor model program 

described in Chapter 3 were that the dynamic bearing coefficients were ex

pressed as linear functions of the journal position, instead of constants, 
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and that the length of the predictor-corrector call step was controlled 

by the journal position rather than time. 

Approximations made in calculating the dynamic bearing coefficients 

do not increase the program errors. The accuracy of the program was 

controlled by the force balance at the conclusion of each of the outer 

steps and the step length adjusted to meet the required tolerance. 

The application of this method of coefficient evaluation is depend-

ent on the existence of a suitable journal centre locus. The behaviour 

of the program with unsuitable loci was not investigated as an estimation 

of the saving in computation time was considered to be the first objective. 

The program was tested on a circular journal locus in a plain circul-

ar bearing, as used in Section V.2. The number of steps required per 

locus cycle was reduced to 21 from the 32 required for the linear extra

polation scheme described in the same section. 

In general, the variation of the dynamic bearing coefficients is 

not linear. Analysis of the program results showed that the step 

length was lower when the second derivative of the coefficients was high. 

Thus, the program "Jas extended to consider both the first and second 

derivatives of the coefficients, 

As before, the coefficients were stored with respect to alpha. For 

each step the data stored at alpha nearest the midpoint of the step and 

the values on either side of this were extracted. To these three values, 

for each of the eight bearing coefficients, a quadratic equation in alpha 

was fitted with alpha measured from the beginning of the proposed step, 

The constant term was thus the value estimated from the stored data, of 
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the bearing coefficient at -the beginning of the step and this was 

with the coefficient value just calculated with the oil film equations. 

Thus, in effect, the first and second derivatives were calculated from the 

previous cycle and the constant term from the cycle. The 

quadratic equation's information was transferred to the predictor-corrector 

routine and the value of the bearing coefficients estimated at each point 

on the locus within the 

The program was 

showed no improvement. 

on the same data as the linear scheme and 

Analysis of the results suggested that random 

variations in the dynamic bearing coefficients calculated from the oil 

film equations, due primarily to errors in the journal displacement and 

velocity, were reducing the accuracy with which the quadratic equations 

could be determined. 

stored data. 

To overcome this it was decided to smooth the 

V.4 SCHEME 

Irregularities in the stored dynamic bearing coefficients were found 

to upset the second degree scheme of coefficient prediction described 

above. To solve this, it was decided to investigate smoothing the 

stored data. 

A high degree of accuracy for the smoothing routine was not required 

and thus sophisticated techniques were not needed. The technique used 

was to take a five point average with a sample length of 0.1 radians using 

linear interpolation to obtain sample values between points at which sol

utions of the oil film equations had been performed. The choice of the 

number of samples and sample length was based on the change of the coeff-

within the locus cycle and the maximum length the program was 
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permitted to take. The test data was the full whirl in a plain circular 

bearing described previously and the variation of the coefficients with 

alpha was approximately sinusoidal of period TI. If the total length 

of the sample is too long, the basic sinusoidal nature of the data is 

destroyed, but if too small, that is, less than a step length, the effect-

iveness of the smoothing is impaired The value chosen, 0.5 1 equalled 

half the maximum permitted length as the program was unlikely to 

run, at that stage in its developmFmt, with larger steps. The scheme 

worked satisfactorily and only reduced the peak to peak amplitude of the 

data by approximately 7%. The period was within 2% of TI. Nine and 

fifteen point schemes were tried \vith a variety of weights on the samples, 

but no significant improvement was obtained. 

The smoothed data was used as before to determine eight quadratic 

equations expressing the change of the coefficients within the locus step. 

Initially the second degree scheme was also used in the first locus cycle 

to determine the coefficients, but it was found that linear extrapolation, 

with respect to alpha, was more suited to this task. The smoothed data 

was not used for this as it necessitated removing the extrapolation at 

least 0.2 radians from the start of the step. 

Testing the program, again on the circular data, showed that the 

steps required per locus cycle were reduced to 17. 

to an average step length of 21 degrees. 

V.S 

This corresponds 

A limited investigation was conducted into the effect on the comput

ation time of the value of the load accuracy tolerance (LOADAC) and the 

size of the locus step length change. It was found that increasing 



the tolerance reduced the computation time and that the relationship 

between the two was approximately linear. 
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Three values of load accuracy tolerance were tried ~ 5, 7 and 10% 

The average program length increased with the tolerances as did the 

mean error in the force balance between the applied journal load and oil 

film force. The latter relationship was nearly linear and in all cases 

tested the average error in the force balance was approximately one 

quarter of the load accuracy tolerance. A tolerance of 10% was used 

to obtain the results reported in this chapter. 

The tolerance at which the program reduced the step length was 

changed from 0.5 LOADAC to 0.4 LOADAC. This also reduced the average 

program error and step length. 

ification it was not retained. 

As no benefit was derived from the mod~ 

The factor by which the locus step length was modified according 

to the force balance error was tried at values of two and the square 

root of two. The latter generally proved to be the more successful, 

giving a slightly larger average step length for the same locus accuracYt 

but the improvement was dependent on the program data. 

subsequently used in all programs. 

V.6 SUMMARY 

This factor was 

The overall reduction in computation time was approximately 70%, 

but the cost of analysing a bearing~rotor system is still high. The 

greatly increased program complexity, the restrictions on the form of the 

journal locus \'lhich the program can handle and the still significant com"" 

putation time make this method of full solution unsuitable for design wo:t'l~. 
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It is the opinion of the author that further work along the lines con~ 

sidered here will result in increasing program sophistication for small 

reductions in computation. To significantly reduce the computation time 

of a full solution, a radically ne,.,. approach will be necessary. 

Of the methods developed, the linear extrapolation technique is the 

best. It offers considerable time over schemes using the dynamic 

bearing coefficients calculated at the beginning of the step, but does not 

reduce the versatility of the program or significantly increase its com-

plexity. This technique was adopted for all the locus marching programs. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

WORK PERFORMED BY THE OIL FILM ON THE JOURNAL 

AND THE OF THE ROTOR 

The two existing techniques for assessing the of a bearing~ 

rotor system are linearised analysis of the bearing coefficients calcul~ 

ated at the static equilibrium position and full solution involving march

ing out the journal and rotor loci for a given set of initial conditions. 

Both of these have limitations. The linearised solution can only be 

applied fo~ small journal displacement from the static equilibrium pos

ition and the full locus solution is expensive to compute. 

The stability of a bearing-rotor system is very much dependent on 

the work by the oil pressure film on the journal. In the 

absence of external rotor forces, such as damping forces, the oil film 

work is entirely responsible for the excitation or damping of the rotor 

motion. If the film work could be simply determined without marching 

out the full system solution, the system stability could be assessed 

without the limitations of the existing techniques, It was proposed 

to the rotor with a force locus, initially with a circular locus, 

and applying this directly to the journal, calculate the oil film work. 

From this, decay or gro,vth of the rotor motion could be determined for a 

particular amplitude and frequency of rotor vibration. Thus, with a 

small number of computer runs, the behaviour of the bearing-rotor system 

could be predicted. 

However, the work reported in this chapter showed that, except for a 

few special cases, even a simple flexible rotor could not be represented 

by a single force locus. A direct assessment of the bearing-rotor 

is therefore not possible with this technique. However, usage 



of the oil film work does have potential for further development and 

for qualitative investigations into the behaviour of the oil pressure 

film. 

VI.l ACCURACY OF THE OIL FILM WORK CALCULATION 

If a plain circular bearing is loaded only with a constant magnitude 

force rotating at a constant angular velocity, the journal centre will 

follow a path of constant eccentricity at the same angular velocity. 

Thus, the \'lork perfonned by the oil pressure film on the journal can be 

calculated from the static bearing performance data with the equation : 

WORK = 2TIEO DELS (1 - 2.RLV) sin W 

The wedge oil pre"'sure film is modified by the angular velocity of the 

eccentricity vector (see Equation 2.la), hence the tenn 1 - 2.RLV is 

required to convert the static load to the actual film force. The 

attitude angle is determined by the journal eccentricity and is not affect-

ed by the journal centre rotation. 'l'he relative load velocity (RLV) 

is used in place of y/w as, for this bearing loading, the angular vel

ocities of the load and journal centre are equal. 

The accuracy of the computer program's numerical calculation of the 

oil film work was checked with this loading. A plain circular bearing 

of length to diameter ratio 0.75 was used and the relative load velocity 

was 0.3. In Section II.7 the method of calculation of the oil film 

work is described and the choice of the force vector on which to base 

this calculation was discussed. To compare the two calculations, the 

film work was evaluated using both the applied bearing load and the oil 

film force. The results, tabulated in Fig. 6-1, were obtained with a 

load accuracy tolerance of 5%. 
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The percentage errors in the numerical results are based on the 

values calculated from the static journal parameters. In all cases 

the error is less than one percent and has no apparent relationship 

to the journal eccentricity ratio. This suggests that the magnitude 

of the error is controlled by the load accuracy tolerance (LO~DAC) and 

not the program data. The results show no significant difference in 

accuracy between the two numerical calculations. 

Summary 

The error involved in the calculation of the oil pressure film work 

is in the order of one percent. For the conditions under which this 

accuracy check was performed, no significant difference in accuracy was 

found between calculating the film work with the applied journal load 

and the oil film force. 

described in this thesis. 

The applied load ~laS used for the work 

VI. 2 OIL FILM WORK 

The validity of the rotor model programs is established in Chapter 

4, by comparing the program results to published experimental data, and 

the accuracy of the oil film work calculation is shown in the preceding 

section. By using the rotor model programs and comparing the calculat-

ed oil film work to the change in the rotor energy, the concept of the 

oil pressure film performing work on the journal, and thereby exciting 

or damping the rotor motion, can be established. 

The data chosen for the comparison was a single mass rotor and a 

plain circular bearing of length to diameter ratio 0.75. The rotor 

static load was such as to require a journal static eccentricity ratio 

of 0.7. The system was started trom its equilibrium position by an 

impuse sufficient to produce a maximum dynamic bearing load 
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equal to half the static load. Under this loading the journal centre 

does not in~ediately orbit the bearing centre. The choice of the 

rotor shaft stiffness and the system critical speed is important. The 

critical speed largely determines the direction of the energy flow be

tween the oil pressure film and the journal (see Chapter 7) and the ratio 

of the bearing stiffness to rotor shaft stiffness determines the degree 

of influence the bearing has on the rotor and hence the rate of decay 

or growth of the rotor motion. A stiffness ratio of 2:1 was chosen 

and a critical speed for the rotor alone of 0.32w, 

critical speed of approximately 0.26w. 

These gave a system 

The program was run for four cycles of the rotor locus and the oil 

film excited the rotor motion into a growing elliptical whirl. The net 

work performed by the oil film on the journal over this period was 2.124 

(non-dimensional value) and the increase in rotor energy was 2.130. 

This gives an error in the energy balance of .006 (0.3%) which is within 

the one percent error found in the oil film work calculation in the 

previous section • The maximum discrepancy in the energy balance was 

• 044, occurring in the third locus cycle, but in general the error was 

less than .01. 

This accuracy of energy balance is satisfactory for the bearing-rotor 

system considered. When the oil film work per cycle is small, the 

energy transfer at various points on the locus is still significant. 

The error in the energy balance is related to the total energy trans~ 

ferred, not the net flow, thus under these conditions an error of one 

percent is significant ~nd must be considered in an analysis. 

This degree of accuracy in the energy balance would be unlikely to 

have been achieved if the accuracy of the oil film work was not of a 
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similar order or if the equations of motion of the rotor had been in~ 

correctly formulated. Al though these t\vO v!ere taken as being correct 

to establish the role of the oil film \vork, achieving an energy balance 

would be unlikely if this assumption was not justified. There is the 

possibility that an error would not manifest itself as an energy discrep

ancy or that a number of errors could be compensating, but considering 

the previous work undertaken to verify the program and work calculations, 

this possibility is small. 

An energy balance was obtained ,",vi thin limits between the 

work by the oil pressure film and the rotor energy. This 

verifies the role of the oil film in exciting or damping the rotor motion. 

VI.3 PREDICTION OF ROTOR STABILITY 

If the force exerted by a rotor on a bearing can be represented by a 

simple force locus, then the stability of the bearing-rotor system can be 

determined from the work performed by the oil film on the journal when 

the bearing is loaded with this locus. However, if this is not 

possible because the force locus changes \vith time, for example if it is 

composed of more than one frequency, the energy transfer calculated for 

anyone of the locus will be applicable only for a short time and 

thus have only a small effect on the system If a number of 

loci are to describe the system, this method of analysis loses 

its advantage and it would be preferable to march out the journal and 

rotor displacement locus for the complete 

The problem resolves into two questions 



(a) Under what conditions does the rotor exert a constant 

force locus on the bearing? 

(b) How dependent is the oil film work on the shape of this 

locus? 

The dynamic bearing characteristics are complex. Both the dis-

placement and velocity terms are non-linear, coupled and the 

values differ. An established vibration of a system in which the 

shaft deflection accounts for the majority of the rotor movement is 
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therefore the most likely to provide a simple force locus. Consider 

such a situation and assume the bearing coefficients to be linear and 

uncoupled. If the bearing is rigid it will not affect the rotor locus 

and there is no energy transfer between the oil film and journal, thus 

this would be a trivial case. If the bearing stiffness is finite, 

however, the difference in the principal bearing stiffnesses will cause 

a in the total system principal stiffnesses and hence the 

of the free vibration along these axes will also differ. 

The effect of this can be seen by considering two orthogonal sinu

soidal displacement vectors whose frequencies differ by a small quantity 

15 : 

u = A cos wt 

v = A sin (w + c) t 

At t o the locus is circular but in general, it is elliptical with 

the ratio of the 

the locus is a 

or to minor axes a function of time. When c.t::: 1f/2 

line at 45 degrees to the u axis and as c.t 

increases further, the locus again tends towards a circle, but the 

direction of rotation is reversed. 
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For a flexible rotor the force on the bearing is almost completely 

defined by the displacement of the rotor mass, (The journal movement 

by comparison is small and does not significantly affect the deflection 

of the rotor shaft). The force locus exerted on the bearing is thus 

similar to the displacement locus described. Reducing the stiffness of 

the rotor shaft slows the change in the locus, but does not prevent it. 

This also lowers the ratio of oil film work to rotor energYi thus the 

rate of decay or growth of the rotor motion is also slowed and the problem 

of a changing force locus is not avoided. 

The change in the rotor mass locus can be seen in Figure 6-2. The 

single mass rotor model program was run with an elliptical bearing and 

a ratio of rotor shaft to bearing stiffness of approximately .04. The 

critical speed of the rotor alone is .47w and the system ran at .463w 

and .455w for the first and last cycles computed respectively. The 

system was started on a slightly elliptical orbit, to allow for the non

circularity of the journal centre locus when loaded with a circular force 

locus, and it can be seen that the rotor orbit becomes increasingly more 

elliptical. Because of the low ratio of rotor shaft to bearing stiff-

ness, the change between consecutive rotor locus cycles is small and thus 

only the first, fifth and tenth cycles are shown. The oil film work 

also changes with the locus. For the first cycle of the rotor locus 

the non-dimensional work performed by the film on the journal is .149, 

but by the final cycle the film is damping the rotor motion, the film 

work being .183. 

Increasing the shaft stiffness accelerates the change in the rotor 

locus. The single mass program was re-run with the same conditions 

except the rotor stiffness \'las increased by a factor of ten and the 

mass altered to give the same rotor critical speed (Figure 6-3.) In 
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this case the program was run for sufficient time to allow the reverse 

rotation mode of the rotor locus to appear. The journal, under the 

force locus imposed by this motion, provides a high degree of damping, 

thus the mode exists for only one cycle and a forward rotor whirl re~ 

forms. Again, the oil film work was found to be very dependent on 

the form of the rotor locus, and hence the journal force locus, and 

this can be seen in the of oil film work against non-dimensional 

time (Figure 6-4). 

There are particular situations in which the rotor can be represent-

ed by a single force locus. A circular force locus is adequate to 

describe a full whirl in a bearing with circumferential symmetry. If 

the bearing asynwetry is small, the same locus will suffice for a 

system with a flexible rotor shaft. Such situations are uncommon 

and, in general, it is the sub-orbital journal motions which are of 

in~erest when predicting the decay or growth of a vibration, 

A preliminary investigation was conducted into modelling a bearing-

rotor system subjected to an impulse. It was found that the system 

behaviour is not related to the oil film work calculated with a circular 

journal force locus. A sinusoidal force locus, aligned with the c1is-

turbance, is adequate to represent the initial motion of a flexible 

rotor, but the direction of the energy transfer does not necessarily 

indicate the stability of the system as here also the form of the rotor 

displacement locus varies with time. 

A sinusoidal force locus was found to be inadequate to describe a 

system where the bearing stiffness is not significantly greater than the 

rotor shaft stiffness. Under these conc1i·tions, the bearing has a 

greater influence on the rotor and thus its displacement locus changes 
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rapidly. Also, because the journal displacement is a significant 

part of the system motion, the bearing response affects the force locus. 

Thus, because of the complexity of the dynamic bearing characteristics, 

the force locus cannot be described with a simple regular expression. 

Summary 

A direct assessment of a bearing-rotor system stability is not poss

ible by representing the rotor with a single force locus and calculating 

the energy transfer between the oil film and the journal. For even the 

simplest conditions, an established motion of a flexible rotor, the 

rotor displacement locus and hence the journal force locus, vary with 

time. The work done by the oil film f)1l the journal is very much depend-

ent on the force locus, thus the energy transfer between the film and 

journal also changes between locus cycles. If the rotor motion be-

comes more complex, for example by increased rotor shaft stiffness, or 

by introducing transients such as a rotor disturbed from its static 

equilibrium position by an impulse, the difficulty in representing the 

rotor by a force locus is increased. 

VI.4 SUMMARY 

The importance of the work performed by the oil pressure film on 

the journal to the stability of a bearing-rotor system has been establish-

ed. Thus, the possibility exists of predicting the stability of a system 

from a knowledge of the energy flow between the oil film and the journal 

when the bearing is loaded by a force locus representing the rotor. An 

investigation into the behaviour of a single mass bearing-rotor model 

was conducted and it was found that the rotor could not be represented by 

a single force locus and thus a simple direct assessment of a system 

stability is not possible. 



A more complex approach is required and this must consider the 

interaction of the bearing and rotor. Although a useful method 

of system analysis was not evolved from this investigation, the idea 

of analysing the energy flow through the oil film has potential as it 

avoids the limitations of linearised analysis without introducing the 

expense of a full solution. In the opinion of the author further 

work in this direction is desirable. 
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In its present stage of development th~ directly loaded journal 

computer program permits a qualitative investigation into the behaviour 

of dynamically loaded bearings. The oil film work is a useful para-

meter on which to base comparisons and the versatility of the program, 

both in terms of bearing geometry and journal loading, allows a wide 

range of conditions to be considered. From such work an understanding 

of the behaviour of the oil pressure film can be obtained. 
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CHAP'l'ER SEVEN 

THE ON THE WORK 

BY THE THE JOURNAL 

In this chapter the effect on the oil film work of the bearing 

geometry, relative load velocity and load magnitude - is parameters 

described. The results reported were obtained \vith the bearing journal 

directly loaded by a circular force locus comprised on a static and a 

constant magnitude, constant speed, dynamic component. Although, 

as previoubly discussed, this loading generally does not represent the 

forces generated by a rotor, the investigation does give an insight into 

the behaviour of the oil film. 

VII.l TEST DATA 

The concept behind the choice of data was to approach the investig-

ation from the point of view of bearing design. Many of the design 

parameters are determined by external factorsi for example, shaft speed, 

journal diameter and static load, but there is usually sufficient freedom 

with the design specifications to choose others, such as bearing geometry, 

length to diameter ratio, clearance ratio and static journal eccentricity. 

For this investigation a basic design was assumed - a plain circular 

geometry of LID ratio .75, clearance ratio ,00125 and static eccentricity 

ratio .7 - and the parameters varied around these The large number 

of variables involved in defining a bearing and its loading, even with the 

simple model assumed for work, makes a complete analysis too long to 

undertake. The system of varying the bearing parameters about a basic 

design yields the greatest quantity of information useful for design for 

a given amount of compu·tation. 
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The maj of ,the results are expressed in terms of non~dimensiona.l 

variables. In some cases I ho\vever I a comparison of dimensional values 

is required, thus it is necessary to assign values to the shaft speed, , 

journal diameter and' ltiliricant viscosity. The values used were : 

ill = 157 1 rad/sec (1,500 r.p.m.) 

D = 4.0 in (102mm) 

-6 = 2.9 x 10 reyns (0.2 poises) 

For the basic bearing design described above these a non-dimensionalisin, 

factor for force of 

DIML = 1750 Ib (7780 N) 

Throughout this investigation the value used for the load accuracy 

tolerance, LOADAC, was 5% for load ratios (ratio of dynamic to static 

bearing load) less than unity and 10% for those The larger 

loads involved high journal eccentricities which make the locus computat-

ion difficult. The error in the oil film \V'ork for a 5% value of LOADAC 

was established in Chapter 6 to be 1%. To determine the effect of 

increasing the load tolerance to 10%, the basic circular bearing was run 

at a load ratio of two for both tolerances. The oil film work increased 

by 2.8%, but a 90% in computation time was obtained. 

VII. 2 WHIRL 

The purpose of this section is to show the effect of the 

length to diameter ratio and demonstrate the behaviour of the wedge oil 

film. This was achieved by considering a plain circular loaded 

with a single rotating force of constant speed and magnitude. Under 

these conditions the oil pressure film is a wedge film and the oil film 

work can be calculated using : 

L 
WORK D "" 2'lTE. (DEL .Sin .p 
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To take into consideration the rotation of the eccentricity vector, the 

shaft is replaced by the effective shaft speed, 1~2Y/w. Thus, for 

a relative load of 0.3, the value used for this investigation, the oil 

film force is determined by multiplying the static bearing film force by 

1 ~ 2.'3; that is, 0.4. 

The non-dimensionalising factor chosen for the oil film force (see 

11.2) is directly proportional to the bearing length. Thus, if the non-

dimensional force is maintained at a constant value, the dimensional valu~ 

will increase in direct proportion to the bearing length. Work is the 

product of force and displacement; thus, the same proportionality applieb 

to this parameter. For practical purposes it is more useful to con-

sider constant dimensional load or oil film work. Using the parameters 

DEL.~ and WORK.~ achieves this, whilst retaining the independence of 

the results from the shaft speed, lubricant viscosity and bearing diameter 

and clearance. 

Equation 7.1 was evaluated for bearing length to diameter ratios of 

0.125 to 2.0 and the results are shown in Figure 7-1 as a plot of oil 

film work parameter against LID. The lack of static load and the con-

stant eccentricity whirl divorces the results from reality, but they do 

show the behaviour of the wedge film. 

For a constant load magnitUde the oil film work is a maximum for an 

eccentricity ratio of a.pproximately 0.7. Decreasing the length to 

diameter ratio derates the bearing, thereby increasing the radius of 

journal whirl, but reducing the attitude angle. Above an eccentricity 

ratio 0.7 the effect of the change in attitude angle in Equa-tion 7.1 pre-

dominates, thus the film work is reduced. Below 0.7 the reduction in 

the whirl radius is more important anq again the work is reduced. The 
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product £Sin1jJ can be considered as a measure of the asymmetry of the 

wedge film. It is the displacement of t:he journal perpendicular to 

the plane of the bearing load and it is this characteristic which allows 

the large energy transfer to occur between the rotational and vibrational 

modes of journal motion. The term £Sin1jJ tends to zero at £ = 0 and 

1 and has a maximum value at about 0.7 for all LID in the range considered. 

If the journal eccentricity ratio is held constant, the oil film 

work increases as the length to diameter racio is raised. 

produced almost entirely by the uprating of the bearing. 

This is 

The remaining 

factor in Equation 7.1, the attitude angle, is almost independent of LID 

and thus has only a minor influence. 

The results presented here, although of little direct use for bearing 

design, show clearly that for a given load both the atti·tude angle and 

journal centre path length are important to the energy transfer between 

the journal and oil film. 

VII.3 INFLUENCE OF BEARING GEOMETRY 

Seven bearing geometries were analysed, including the basic circular 

design, all with length to diameter ratio 0.75. Except for the second 

three-lobe design, the minimum radial clearance ratio of the land support

ing the static journal load is equal to the clearance ratio of the circul-

ar bearing, that is, 0.00125. The second three-lobe design has a segnll 

radial clearance ratio of this value. In all cases the minimum oil 

film thickness with the bearings subjected to equal static loads is Ii 

than for the plain circular design. If a comparison of bearing gf 

etries for equal static minimum film thickness is required, the re 

presented in Section VII.S can be used to modify the circular bet 

results. One important implication of the choice of bearing 
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ratio is that the non-dimensionalising factors are t.he same for six of 

the bearing geometries permitting direct comparison of the non-dimensional 

results. 

The bearing geometries are shown d.iagramatically in Figure 7-2 and are 

(1) Plain Circular This is the basic circular design described 

previously. It was not intended as a pr.actical design; thus 

there are no grooves for oil supply and drainage. 

(2) Circular Three-Lobe - This design has a circular cross-section 

but the bearing surface is broken into three lands by pairs of 

axial grooves at 0, 90 and 180 degrees. (Angular displacement 

on the Dearing surface is measured from the positive x axis). 

The grooves are in pairs to provide drainage and supply for each 

lanJ. For the computer program each pair was taken as a single 

groove 15 degrees long and of full bearing width. To simulate 

the lower lubricant temperature in the top two lands achieved 

by the grooving, the viscosity was increased by 50%. For 

Sh€ll HVI 65 mineral oil, this represents a 100C temperature 

d 
(28) 

rop • • 1 (28,30) Experimental and theoretlcal wore suggests 

that temperature variations of this magnitude can be 

Bearings of this and the following type are used by A.E.I. 

and are described by Smith (36) . 

(3) A.E.I. Grooved Circular Another bearing circular in cross-

section. The bearing surface is broken with full width 

30 degree axial grooves at 0 and 180 degrees and the top 

land contains a circumferential groove of 25% of <the 

width. These groove proportions are not necessarily those 

used by A.E.!. As with the previous design, the bearing 

was run with the top land viscosity increased by 50%. 
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BEARING GEOME TRY 

Circular three lobe 

A. E.1. grooved circular 

E [[ iptical 

Spiral 

D.S 
Three lobe 



(4 ) 

(5) 

~~~~~ ~ The elliptical design is made up of two 

identical circular segments arranged such that the 

segment and bearing centres do not coincide and give a 

vertical bearing clearance less than the horizontal 

clearance. The ratio of minimum clearance to segment 

radial clearance is 0.67 and 30 degree axial grooves 

in the horizontal plane (i. e. 0 and 180 degrees) supply 

lubricant to the bearing. 

-"--- - This consists of two semi-circular segments, the 

upper one having a greater clearance and its centre 

displ.:wed horizontally from the bearing centre by an 

amount equal to the difference in the radial clearances. 

Thus the bearing surface is continuous at 180 degrees, 

but contains a step at zero. The radial clearance 

of the top land is tl';vice that of the bottom and axial 

supply grooves at 0 and 180 degrees are 30 and 15 degrees 

long respectively. 

(6) Three-lobe - This is an extension of the elliptical design. 

The centre of each of the three identical segments is 

beyond the bearing centre on radial lines at 240, 0 and 

120 degrees respectively. The ratio of minimum clear-

ance to segment radial clearance is 0.67 and 15 degree 

axial grooves are incorporated at the junctions of the 

segments. 

(7) Three-lobe clearance This bearing is geometric-

ally similar to the previous design. The bearing 

clearance is smaller making the radial segment clearance 

equal to that of the plain circular bearing. 

duces -the minimum clearance ratio to .00085. 

'I'his re-

1140 
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The bearings were subj ected to ·the same dimensional The 

static load chosen was that required for an eccentricity ratio of 0.7 

on the basic circular Three ratios of dynamic to static 

load were used: 2.0 to a full journal whirl, 0.5 for a suborbital 

whirl, that is, the journal locus not enclosing the bearing centre, and 

0.1 for small journal motion. A relative load velocity of 0,3 was 

chosen as this involves a well established trailing film allowing the 

behaviour of each bearing in this unstable situation to be observed, 

In all c(;l.ses t.ile grooves were maintained at zero gauge pressure. 

Results 

The r9sults are tabulated in Figure 7-3 showing the oil film work 

on the journal per load cycle and the percentage difference from the 

plain circular bearing. The minimum oil film thickness calculated is 

also given. The results for the three-lobe bearing with reduced 

clearance have been modified to <1110ltl a direc·t comparison with the other 

non-dimensional results. 

apply to all the bearings. 

ures 7-4 to 7-10. 

Thus the same non-dimensional ising factors 

The journal centre loci are shown in Fig-

Results for the A.E.!. grooved circular design and spiral design 

with a load ratio of two are not included as difficulty was experienced 

in computing the journal loci. The upper lands of these bearings are 

severely derated and require a very low non-dimensional minimum film 

thickness (in the order of .01) to support the load. Besides being 

difficult to compu·te and involving high errors, the results have no 

practical relevance as oil films of ·this magnitude would be intolerable. 

With the load ratio at 0.5 all bearings exhibit a suborbital journal 
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JOURNAL CENTRE LOCU PLAIN CIRCULAR BEARING 

LID - ·75 

RLV - ·3 

LOAD RATIOS ·1 

FILM WORK ·03 

MINIMUM OIL THICKN 

·5 ·8 1·2 

·82 2·27 5· 

·27 ·1 ,165 ·1 

MINIMUM FILM ANGULAR POSITION 

3150 31 312 0 25 

2·0 

·5 

·064 
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FIG 7·5 JOURNAL CE[\ITRE LOCUS, AE.I. GROOVED 

CIRCULAR 

L;, 
D - ·75 

RLV - ·3 

LOAD RATIOS ·1 ·5 

FILM WORK ·041 l09 

MINIMUM OIL FILM THICKNESS 

·23 ·188 

ANGULAR POSITION OF MI[\IIMUM FILM 

3050 305 0 



FIG. 7-6 JOURNAL CENTRE LOCUS, CIRCULAR THREE 

LOBE 

LID - ·75 

RLV - ·3 
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·5 

·99 
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2·0 

10·9 
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JOURNAL CENTRE LOCUS, SPIRAL BEARING. 

LID - ·75 

RLV -

LOAD RATIO S ·1 ·5 

FILM WORK ·036 ·98 

MINIMUM OIL FILM THICKN 

,26 ·188 

ANGULAR POSITIOI\! OF MINIMUM FILM 

308 0 30 
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FI JOURNAL CENTRE LOCUS t ELLIPTICAL BEARING. 

LID - ·75 

RLV - ·3 

LOAD RATIOS ·1 ·5 2·0 

FILM WORK ·043 1·19 9·60 

MINIMUM OIL FILM THICKNE 

·16 ·04 

ANGULAR ITION OF MINIMUM FILM 

300 0 3000 2080 
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FIG. 7-9 JOURNAL CENTRE LOCUS, THREE LO BEARING 

CmlR - ·001 

LID -·75 

RLV - ·3 

STATIC LOAD ANGLE - 180 0 
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FILM WORK ·046 ·95 8·8 
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JOURNAL CENTRE LOCUS THREE LOBE BEARING 
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RLV ·3 
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motion and the oil film transfers energy to the journal. Qfthe six 

bearing designs \'lith a minimum clearance ratio of ,00125, the plain 

circular bearing has the lowest oil film work. This bearing provides 

the greatest limitation on the journal motion, for this loading, and by 

this means suppresses the oil film work. The elliptical design offers 

the least resistance to the journal and the energy flow is corresponding-

ly high. This effect is also shown with the three-lobe design. 

Reducing the radial segment clearance by 50% reduces the locus size and 

hence the film work. In the preceding seC'tion it was shown that up-

rating a circular bearing to operate closer to an eccentricity ratio of 

0.7 increases the oil film work. A simila~ phenomenon can be seen 

here. If the reduction in the journal path length because of the re-

duced bearing clearance is compensated for by mUltiplying the work value 

by 1.5, the result is 16% greater than the film work of the larger 

clearance bearing. Although the journal locus is not a full circular 

whirl, the bearing load is still carried partially by wedge films and the 

larger attitude angles associated with the lower journal eccentricity 

influence the film work. 

The effect of higher lubricant viscosity in the trailing land of 

the three-lobe bearing is shown in Figure 7-10. The computer program 

was run with the viscosity in this segment increased by 50% to simulate 

the influence of the cooler oil. The trailing end of the journal 

locus is reduced and the oil film work lowered by 4%. The effect is 

small because -this bearing segment is only lightly loaded. 

In Figure 7-11 the static load angle for the three-lobe bearing 

has been changed to 110, 130 and 210 degrees. In each case the journal 

locus has been reduced by the increased participation in the pressure film 

generation by the neighbouring segment and the reduction has been accompan-

ied by a lower energy transfer. It should be noted, however, that the 
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FIG. 7-11 JOURNAL CENTRE LOCU THR LOBE BEARING 

emiR ·00125 

LID ·75 

RLV ·3 

LOAD RATIO ·5 
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FILM WORK ·32 .49 .41 
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saving is made at the expense of the minimum oil film thickness. 

The bearings behave in a similar manner \V'ith the lower load ratio 

of O.li that is, the smaller the journal centre locus, the lower the 

oil film work. For the five bearing designs with a bottom land 

clearance ratio of .00125, the film work increases as the degree of 

grooving increases. The three-lobe bearing, minimum clearance ratio 

.00085, is slightly better than the A.E.!. grooved circular design. 

although it has a shorter arc of ungrooved bottom land (105 compared to 

150 degrees). The saving is made by formation of stronger oil films 

in the leading and trailing segments. 

The elliptical design has a lower energy transfer than the three-

lobe bearing with the same minimum clearance ratio. The journal, in 

the latter, runs at a higher eccentricity ratio than the smaller clearance 

three-lobe design and this prevents the formation of a film in the lead-

ing segment. The length of the bottom land is, therefore, the import-

ant factor, hence the lower film work with the elliptical bearing. 

The plain circular bearing has the highest oil film work of the 

bearing designs tested with a load ratio of two. In all cases the 

journal performs a full whirl and as with the lighter load ratio of 0.5, 

the lower clearance three-lobe design gives the smallest energy transfer. 

The oil film work is dependent on both the angle made by the oil film 

force and the locus, for this chapter loosely termed the 'phase angle', 

and the journal locus size. For non-circular motions the phase angle 

is not necessarily equal to the attitude angle. The reduction in energy 

transfer by the circular three-lobe design is almost entirely due to the 

lowering of the average phase angle as the locus paths are nearly equal 

in length. The oil film work for the elliptical bearing is less than 
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either circular design and the journal path length is about 20 96 greater 

(estimated from the journal centre locus, Figure 7-8). The mean phase 

angle is, therefore, considerably reduced. This is caused partially 

by the journal running at a higher segment eccentricity, hence a lower 

attitude angle, and partially by the interaction of the two bearing lands. 

The three-lobe design operates in a similar manner and the additional 

segment reduces the length of the journal locus. Reducing the radial 

clearance of this design up-rates the bearing, thus reducing the oper~ 

ating eccentricity and increasing the attitude angle. However, this 

is more than compensated for by the reduced overall size of the journal 

locus, hence the lower film work for the Si~ller clearance three-lobe 

bearing. 

later. 

The mechanism of the interaction of the segments is discussed 

Grooves in the bearing surface are undesirable. For small journal 

motions they reduce the circumferential stiffness of the bearing and 

thereby increase the oil film work on the journal. The effect of 

grooves is illustrated well by the results for the plain circular, 

circular three-lobe and A.E.I. grooved circular designs, As the degree 

of grooving increases, the film work also increases for load ratios of 

both 0.1 and 0.5. The spiral bearing has grooving of the bottom land 

similar to the circular three-lobe design and the film work is also 

similar. This trend is also reflected in the size of the journal locus. 

with the full whirl journal motion the grooves derate the bearing 

but do not provide additional energy absorption. The top land of the 

A.E.I. bearing is derated to such an extent that running the computer 

program on this design for a load ratio of two was not possible. The 

circular three~lobe design gives a considerable reduction in minimum film 

thickness, but only a 13% saving in film work. Derating a plain cir-

cular bearing by reducing either the oil viscosity or shaft speed would 

also reduce the film work .. From Figure 7-20 a reduction of 33% in the 
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parameter ~w is and this increases the non-dimensional bearing 

load to 4.43 and hence the static journal to 0.77. Oper-

ating a plain with a static eccentricity ratio of 0.8 and load 

ratio of 2 results in a minimum film thickness of .034, 40% greater than 

the circular three-lobe design. Thus, from the point of view of oil 

film work, derating by grooving the bearing surface is undesirable. 

The abrupt in the bearing surface curvature present in the 

elliptical and three-lobe designs permits these bearings to achieve a 

ratio of oil film work to minimum film thickness not obtainable by de-

rating the plain circular geornetry. To determine why, the three-lobe 

design was run with zero static load and a non-dimensional rotating load 

of 2.95. with this simplified loading each segment behaves in the 

same manner. In Figure 7-12 the journal centre locus is shown, to-

gether with the journal load vectors for the first The var~ 

iation of the phase is clearly shown. When the journal is in 

the centre of the segment, the phase angle is 16 degrees, but at the 

junction of the segments it increases to nearly twice this value. The 

reason for this is shown by the pressure distributions in Figure 7-13. 

The solid line in Figure 7-13b is the bearing centreline pressure 

distribution for a journal angular position of 70 degrees with 

to the bearing centre. The load is supported almost entirely the 

wedge film in segment I, although there is a small squeeze film in 

2 and an even smaller wedge film in the third segment. The journal 

eccentricity ratio for segment 1 is 0.935 which would imply an attitude 

angle of 21 degrees for a circular bearing. The orientation 

of segment 3 is such that the journal velocity produces a negative 

film destroying the wedge film that would have existed in the circular 

bearing, Thus the trailing portion of the film is removed and the 
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i Applied load vectors 
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/ Pressure distribution at points 1 (!:\ 
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attitude reduced to 16 degrees. The reduction in the oil film 

,-lork thus results from the journal operating at a higher 

ratio and by the bearing cross-sectional shape modifying the filrn. 

The journal approaching the end of the segment increases the squeeze 

film on the leading land. This maintains the segment attitude 

at 16 , balancing the increasing length of the wedge but 

the curvature of the journal locus increases, thereby increasing the 

phase angle. 

journal angular 

The broken line in Figure 7-13a is the pressure for a 

of zero degrees. The leading squeeze film 

is now reinforced by a v1edge action. The wedge film in the 

segment is more aligned with the journal motion and thus an increase in 

film work occurs. The fourth pressure distribution (solid line, 

ure 7-13a) is at the point of maximum phase angle and minimum journal 

centre velocity. The load is shared between the two wedge films but 

the trailing film is aligned with the journal velocity, thus a consider-

able transfer of energy occurs. Ho'tlever, this condition exists for only 

a small part of the locus length, thus the reduction in the oil film 

work achieved \"i'ithin the segment is not negated. 

Conclusion 

From the designs and loadings tested the following con-

clusions may be drawn 

(i) For small bearing loads the prime consideration is to 

limit the journal motion. A plain circular design 

gives a good combination of oil film work and minimmn 

film thickness. 

(ii) The size of the journal locus is determined by the 

clearance space for large bearing loads and reduction 

of the oil film \wrk is achieved by lowering the phase angle. 
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(iii) From the point of view of oil film work, grooves in 

the bearing surface are undesirable, However, they 

are necessary for oil supply and drainage. 

(iv) Modification of the bearing cross~sectional shape can 

be beneficial. 

VII.4 THE INFLUENCE OF ANGULAR VELOCITY 

The angular velocity of the dynamic load has considerable effect 

on the oil film work. To determine the nature of this, the plain 

circular and three-lobe (emiR = .00125) bearing designs were run with 

load ratios of .1, .5 and 2.0 for a range of relative load velocities 

. 
(tPlw) • The results are shmm in Figures 7-14 and 7-15 as plots of 

oil film work per load cycle against relative load velocity. 

Under the high dynamic load the oil film performs work on the 

journal at low load speeds, but the energy flow is reversed at high 

speeds. The change in sign occurs slightly above a relative load 

velocity of 0.5 and is caused by the pressure film changing from trail-

ing to leading wedge. For the circular bearing the relative load 

velocity for zero energy flow tends to .5 as the load ratio tends to 

infinity. The three-lobe bearing behaves in a similar manner, In 

the preceding section this design was found to act as three circular 

arcs under these conditions of high dynamic load. The bearing load 

is supported largely by wedge films, hence the similarity in the 

behaviour of these two designs. 

The shape of the suborbital whirl produced by a load ratio of 0.5 

is very much dependent on the relative load velocity. In Figure 7-16 

the journal centre locus for ~/w of .1 and 1.0 are shown for both bearing 
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designs. Increasing the load velocity increases the journal velocity 

and thus a larger proportion of the oil pressure film generation is due 

to the journal centre motion. Referring to Figure 7-16 the high 

journal velocity on the section of the locus reinforces t:.he wedge 

film causing the journal to rise and giving a strong leading film, 

thereby damping the motion. with forward journal motion the trailing 

wedge film is weakened and this, added to the higher initial eccentricity 

ratio, results in a squeeze film being required to support a portion of 

the load. The phase angle is thus reduced and the oil film work 

lowered. Both bearing designs behave in a similar manner again illust

rating the basic circular nature of the three-lobe geometry. 

The relative load velocity at which the energy flow between the 

film and journal changes sign is lower when the journal motion is a full 

whirl. This offers the possibility of a stable limited amplitude 

journal motion at frequencies slightly above half the shaft The 

positive oil film work would supply energy to the journal vibration until 

the force magnitude reached -the value for zero film work. Any increase 

or decrease in the journal motion would be resisted by the energy drain 

or supply through the oil film. Such a situation existing is, however, 

unlikely, as a single mode journal-rotor vibration is difficult to produce 

(see Chapter 6). 

Conclusion 

The oil film work is largely dependent on the form of the force locus 

with which the bearing is loaded. The results show that for a circular 

force locus the oil film performs work on the journal at low relative load 

speeds and the reverse occurs at high speeds. If the dynamic load is 

large the transition point is approxllnately O.5w, but for suborbital 

journal motion it is appreciably higher than this. 
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'l'he basic behaviour of higher load velocities reducing the film work 

will occur with all force loci. Pressure films generated by the journal 

centre velocity are energy absorbing and as the relative load velocity' 

increases, a higher proportion of the load is carried by these films, 

VII.5 INFLUENCE OF LOAD MAGNITUDE 

The investigation of the effect of the bearing load magnitude was 

conducted using the plain circular bearing geometry. The object was 

to determine how the oil film work changes when either the static or 

dynamic bearing load is altered. The results have also allowed an 

examination of the effect of derating the bearing by reducing the lub

ricant viscosity or shaft speed and by increasing the radial bearing 

clearance. 

Results 

The program was run for three static loads, corresponding to static 

eccentricity ratios of 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8, and for load ratios of .5, .8, 

1. 2 and 2. O. An additional run was made at a ratio of 1.6 and static 

eccentricity ratio of 0.7 to improve the accuracy of the curves plotted. 

The results are presented in graphical form in Figures 7-17 to 7-20. 

They are divided into three groups describing the effect of the dynamic 

load, static load and bearing derating. 

(a) Dynamic Load - The information is presented in two forms, 

firstly as a function of the load ratio and secondly as a 

direct plot of oil film work against dynamic load (Figures 

7-17 and 7-18). 

As expected, the oil film work increases with dynamic 

load. Above a load ratio of one, the relationship is 
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almost linear, The journal centre locus under these 

conditions is a full whirl, thus further load increases 

enlarge the radius of the whirl slightly, but otherwise 

have little effect on its shape. At the high journal 

eccentricities involved (Figure 7-4), the change in the 

average attitude angle \vith load is small, and thus the 

oil film work is primarily a f~mction of the dynamic load. 

Belmv unity load ratio the journal centre path is very 

dependent on the magnitude of the dynamic load and thus 

the plot of oil film work against dynamic load is not 

linear. From Figure 7-4, the length of the journal 

centre path can be measured and thus the product of 

load and. path leng-th calculated and compared to the oil 

film \vork. 

!::,T Path Length S. !::"r WORK S.!::,TjWORK 
S 

1.48 L83 2.71 .82 3.30 

2.36 3.2 7.55 2.26 3.34 

3.54 5.3 18.8 5.79 3.25 

5.9 5.7 )3.6 12.5 2.70 

The ratio is nearly constant, thus the oil film work. is 

approximately proportional to the product of the dynamic 

bearing load and the journal centre path length. 

For suborbital journal motion the oil film work is 

approximately proportional to the square of the dynamic 

load. Es-timating the work in this way is not as accurate, 

but it is more convenient as it does not require an exact 

knowledge of the journal centre locus. 



6T WORK 6T2/WORK 

.295 .030 2.90 

1.48 .82 2.67 

2.36 2.26 2.46 

The generation of the oil film work can be viewed as 

having two components resulting from the two bearing loads. 

The dynamic load, besides exciting the journal motion, is 

responsible for the actual energy~ransfer. The static 

load does not take part in this, as "the integral of a con-

stant aJ_ou"nd a closed curve is zero. The role of the 

static load is to suppress the journal motion and by this 

means reduce the film work. Once the full whirl is dev-

eloped the static load loses control of the motion as the 

dynamic load is increased, and its initial influence is 

slowly relinquished. This is shovm in Figure 7-18 by 

the curves tending tQ1;vards the line for zero static load 

as the load ratio increases. 

(b) Static Load - The graph shown in Figure 7-19 shows the 

(c) 

effect of varying the static bearing load. The lines 

of constant dynamic load have been plotted and these 

illustrate the stablizing effect of increasing static load. 

The maximum reduction in work occurs in the region of unity 

load ratio at which point the journal whirl is 

pressed into a suborbital motion. 

com-

~~-~~~~~.~~ 
- A bearing can be derated, that is, its 

load carrying capacity reduced, by lowering the shaft speed 

or lubricant viscosity, or by increasing the clearance 

143. 



Conclusion 

ratio. These also change the non-dimensionalising 

factors; thus, to allow a direc"t comparison of the 

results, the oil film work is 

form. 

in dimensional 

In Figure 7-20 the film work is plotted against the 

product of the viscosity and shaft speed for a relative 

load velocity of .3 and constant static load of 5,150 lb 

(22,900 N). The energy input to the journal is 

lowered by the derating, but the is smaller than 

the reduction in ]Jw. The reduction in the film work 

is produced by the bearing operating at a higher eccen

tricity ratio. 

The reverse occurs when the clearance ratio is in-

creased to derate the bearing. Although the journal 

runs at a higher eccentricity ratio, the increase in the 

locus size outweighs this and the dimensional film work 

is increased. 

increase in the 

Again, the effect is small, a significant 

clearance causing a minor change 

in the energy flow. 
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For the relative load velocity of 0.3 used in this investigation, the 

magnitude of the static or dynamic load does not affect the direction of 

the energy flow. From the graphs showing the influence of relative 

load velocity (Figures 7-14 and 7-15), it can be seen that this is true 

for plain circular bearings at all load speeds except those just above 

,5w. 

The other results arising from this investigation are : 

(i) Increasing dynamic load increases the energy floWi 



(ii) the static load suppresses the journal motion and 

thereby limits the oil film work; 

(iii) derating the bearing by reduction of the viscosity 

or shaft 

is small; 

lowers the film work, but the reduction 

(iv) reducing the clearance ratio lowers the energy flow, 

but again the change is small. 

VII.6 EFFECT OF FORCE 

145 

Small synchronous dynamic loads occur frequently in turbo-machinery 

due to out of balance of the rotor. To determine the effect of this, 

a force, rotating at shaft speed, of 5% of the static bearing load was 

added to the bearing loading. A range of dynamic load velocities were 

run with the plain circular bearing geometry and a load ratio of 0.5. 

The phase relationship of the two rotating loads, defined as the angle 

of the synchronous force when the dynamic load 

ant and two values were used: 0 and 180 degrees. 

is zero, is import

The results are 

tabulated in Figure 7-21, showing the change in oil film work per cycle 

of the resultant load and cycle of the synchronous force. 

Results 

For all cases tested, for the synchronous dynamic load, the 

addi tiona I synchronous force reduced the \<lork done the oil film on the 

journal. The magnitude of the reduction is dependent on the rotational 

of the dynamic load and its phase relationship with the synchronous 

force. The results for IDlit relative load velocity have been included 

for comparison, although they do not have any physical significance. 

They were calculated by modifying the magnitUde of the dynamic load and 
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it can be seen that they comply with the relationship that the film work 

is proportional to the square of the rotating load for suborbital journal 

motions. (See VII.S) 

The error3 incurred in the calculation of the reduction in the oil 

film work are high because it involves the subtraction of numbers of 

similar magnitude. The results should, therefore, be used with caution. 

For the lower values of dynamic load velocity, below O.Sw , the 

reduction in oil film work per cycle of: synchronous force is approximate

ly equal to the oil film work of the synchronous and static loads alone. 

In the extreme condition of an infinitely slow dynamic load velocity the 

synchronous force cycles at each point on the journal centre locus. The 

response of the bearing at each point is different, but by summing over 

the entire locus, an average of the bearing behaviour is obtained. The 

dynamic bearing coefficients are continuous ftmctions over the range of 

journal positions encomp.assed by the locus; thus it is reasonable to 

expect the average bearing response to be similar to the response at the 

static equilibrium position. Under these conditions the angular 

relationship of the blO rotating loads is unimportant and this can be seen 

in the similarity of the low frequency results. 

The angular relationship does, however, become important as the 

dynamic load velocity increases. For relative load velocities of 0.5 

and 1.0, the same load condition occurs at the same point on the journal 

locus each journal cycle; thus there is no opporttmity for t.he response 

of the bearing to be averaged. In the extreme case of wlit relative 

load velocity, the oil film work varies between -1.49 and -1.02. If 

the relative load velocity differs from 1 by an infinitely small amount e 

the angular relationship of the two rotating loads slowly changes and an 



averaging of the journal response occurs. 

The maqnitude of the resultant synchronous dynamic load is 

DELT2 + DELOB 
2 

oj. 2. DEL'r. DELOB. Cos A 

Where 

DELT =: dynamic load magnitude 

DELOB synchronous force magnitude 

A = phase relationship between the two loads. 

Now, the oil film work is approximately prorortional to the square of 

the rotating load, thus : 

(
DELRJ 2 

WO~ = WO~. DELT 

and the mean film \'>'ork : 
(DELR2) 

Mean 
WORK . 14ean 

DELT2 

From Equation 7.2 : 

2 
(DELR )M ean 

Thus: 

WORK 
Mean 

1 J'~DELT' + DELOB' + 2DELT.DELOB.Cos A dA 

o 

DELT2 + DELOB 2 

= WO~ [1 + (DELOB)2] 
T DELT J . 

= ~LOI x 1.23 
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The reduction in the oil film work over a complete cycle of loading is 

thus 0.0123, again a value close to the oil film vvork for the synchronous 

force alone. 

To de·tennine if a similat: phenomenon occurs at a relative load 

velocity of 0.5, two additional computer runs were made with the load phase 

at 45 and 90 degrees. 'rhe reduction in oil film work per cycle of 

synchronous force was ~.0015 and -.0035 respectively; that is, the 



synchronous force increased the film work. Thus, if the relative 

load velocity is not exactly 0.5 an averaging process will occur here 

also. 

The two results for .667 relative load velocity are equal as the 

force locu's is not changed by a 180 degree phase shift. A complete 

cycle of the resultant load locus involves two cycles of the dynamic 
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load and these differ by a change in the load phase angle of 180 degrees. 

This results in alternate cycles of high and low resultant dynamic load 

and this tends to average the oil film work. Hence, the reduction in 

the film work for this relative load velocity is comparable to the other 

results. 

Conclusion 

A small synchronous force superimposed on the normal bearing loauing 

of a static and dynamic load reduces the oil film work by an amount sim

ilar in magnitude to the film work with the bearing loaded by the static 

and synchronous forces alone. If the ratio of shaft speed to dynamic 

load velocity can be expressed exactly in terms of small integers, for 

example, 1, 2, 3/2, the phase relationship between the dynamic and 

synchronous loads is important and can greatly increase or decrease the 

oil film work. These specific conditions are, however, unlikely to 

occur. 

VII. 7 SUMMARY 

The work performed by the oil pressure film on the journal is the 

major factor determining 'the stability of a bearing-rotor syst.em. Thus, 

a knowledge of the effect of the bearing parameters on this energy trans

fer is beneficial for bearing design. 
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Although the results were obtained with a circular force locus in 

this investigation, the following general conclusions can be drawn : 

(i) Both the length of the journal centre locus and the angle 

be-tween the force and velocity vectors are important in 

determining the oil film work. The energy transfer can 

be reduced by modifying either term. 

(ii) Changes in the bearing cross-sectional shape modi the 

oil pressure film and this can be used to reduce the oil 

film work. 

(iii) For circular force loci at least, grooves which disrupt 

the oil pressure film are undesiru.ble. 

(iv) The oil film work increases with increasing dynruoic load. 

Increa.s:ing the static bearing load suppresses the journal 

motion thereby reducing the film work. 

(v) Higher load frequencies are more stabilizing as the load 

carrying capacity of the bearing is less reliant on the 

de-stabilizing trailing wedge film. 

(vi) The addition of a small synchronous component to a basic 

circular force locus is stabilizing. 

The work reported in this chapter demonstrates the possible use-

fulness of this approach in the design of bearings. Although a direct 

assessment of the stability of a bearing-rotor system is not possible at 

this stage, -this technique permits an understanding of the oil film 

behaviour to be obtained. This approach offers the following features 

(a) A comprehensive range of bearing designs and loadings 

are possible and ·the journal motion is not restr.icted 

to small amplitudes. 

(b) The oil film work sunmlarises in a single scalar quantity 

the bearing's ability to excite or dampen the rotor motion. 

This facilitates comparisons between different bearing 



(c) The bearing load is easily defined. 'rhis also is 

important if comparisons are to be made, 

(d) The choice of a rotor model and starting conditions is 

unnecessary and the transients associated with a rotor 

mass «voided. 

(e) The computer proyram is easy to operate and is less 

expensive to run than a full solution. 
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CHiW'l'ER EIGHT 

The aim of the work reported in this thesis was to develop a 

versatile method of assessing the stability of a bearing-rotor system 

that "olQuld not be prohibitively expensive to compute. Such a method 

would be of value in bearing design as existing techniques are either 

limited in their applications or expensive to run. 

'1'his goal was not achieved. TvlO approaches to the problem were 

·tried. The first attempted to reduce the cornputation necessary for 

a full solution, that is, a solution obtained by marching out the 

bearing and ro'tor loci I by improved utilisation of the data calculated 

with the oil film equations. Although significant reductions were 

achieved these were insufficient to justify the additional program com~ 

plexity and the limitations placed on the system ·to be analysed. 

The second approach was to determine the energy flow between the 

oil pressure film and ·the journal and, with a knowledge of the work 

performed by the external forces on the rotor I determine \-lhether the 

vibration would grow or decay. If the influence of the rotor on the 

bearitlg could be represented by a simple force locus the oil film work 

could be'calculated without the expense of a full system solution. 

However, analysis of a single bearing~rotor system showed that this is 

not possible and thus a direct assessment of the system stability cannot 

be made with this technique. 

Replacing the rotor with a force locus is, however, useful for 

comparisons of bearing design features and load conditions. The 

transients associated ... lith the rotor mass are avoided and the bearing 
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loading is easier to control, 'rhe ''lorle performed by the oil pressure 

film is a useful parameter on which to base a comparison as j:t summarises 

the ability of a bearing to excite or damp the rotor motion in a single 

scalar quantity. An investigation was undertaken into the effect of 

bearing design, load magnitude and load frequency for a circular force 

locus. 

VIILI FUTURE WORK 

The computation required for a full solution of a bearing-rotor 

system is largely determined by the non-linearity of the dynamic bearing 

coefficients. It was found that their variation around a journal 

centre locus is too large and too complex to er1rtble them to be estimated 

for any large change in the journal displacement and velocity. In 

view of this, further work in this area is not recommended. If the 

full solution computation is to be reduced, a radically new approach.will 

be necessary. 

Of the three methods of analysis discussed in this thesis, assess~ 

ment of the system energy balance has the greatest potential for develop-

ment. Research is required into : 

(a) The relationship between the work performed by the oil fHm 

and the form of ·the journal force locus. The force locus 

exerted by a simple flexible rotor on a bearing is a series 

of ellipses, A suitable place to start this research 

would be to investigate a range of elliptical force loci 

of varying ratio of major to minor axes, 

(b) The response of a system to a disturbance to determine 

why a forward whirl develops in some cases and how this 

can be predic'ted. It may be possible to measure the 



response by calculating the oil film \'lark perpendicular 

to the disturbing impulse, but this would requLre a more 

sophisticated method of representing the rotor than a 

sinusoidal force locus directly applied to the journal. 

This could be achieved with a light rotor and spring and 

confining the rotor to a sinusoidal displaceInent locus. 
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These two areas of research cover the likelihood of a \vhirl dev

eloping from a disturbance and its behaviol'r once the motion is establish-

ed. From these a technique of assessing the stability of a bearing..;. 

rotor system may emerge, for a flexible rO[0r at least. Even if this 

is not achieved, a better understanding of the behaviour of the oil film 

\'lill certainly be obtained. 

Before a further program of research is instigated it would be 

desirable to cOlnmunicate with the industries involved in bearing design 

to obtain a better understanding of tl:eir problems and requirements. 

A simple direct solution is, at this stage, unobtainable and it would 

be desirable for any development of approximate methods to be made 

with full consideration for their eventual industrial applications. 
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APPENDIX 

COMPUTER PROGRAH ~ DESCRIPTION AND SOURCE LISTING 

In this appendix the computer program source for a 

bearing directly loaded with a circular force locus is shown and 

a brief 

The 

of the function of each subroutine is given. 

and twin mass rotor model programs are similar in 

structure and employ the same subroutines to solve the oil film 

equations. The language used is FORTRAN IV and the program \'las 

:cun on IBH 360/44 and Burroughs B6700 computers. 

Main Routine 

GEOM 

MINH 

Subroutine COFUV 

rrhis controls the program and the majori-ty of the 

subroutine calls are made from here. from the 

bearing geometry data, all normal input and output is 

done in this routine. 

stepping routine. 

It also contains the locus 

This subroutine reads in the data describing the 

bearing geometry, calculates the radius and clearance 

of each segment, and the position of its centre in 

relation to the bearing centre, and determines which 

grid points lie within grooves. 

For a given journal centre position this subroutine 

calculates the minimum oil film thickness and its 

angular position on the 

is printed out if a 

surface. A warning 

film thickness is encount-

ered, but it is left to the main routine to rectify the 

situation or halt the program. 

In this the coefficients required by the three relax~ 

ation subroutines for the solution of the oil film 

equations are calculated. 
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Subroutine RELAXP : This subroutine contains the finite difference 

Subroutine GROOP 

over-relaxation scheme for the solution of Reynolds 

equation. The pressure distribution is calculated 

from the pressure-height parameter used in this 

solution before control is returned to the main routine. 

Called from RELAXP, this subroutine calculates the 

pressure-height parameter for each grid point within the 

bearing grooves. The grooves are divided into two 

categories, grooves and slots, and the program permits 

their oil pressure to be set at different values, PG 

and PC respectively. 

Subroutine BOUNDS : This subroutine determines the extent of the oil 

Suhroutine SUM 

pressure films, This information is used in the 

summation subroutine and the two subroutines calculating 

the dynamic bearing coefficients. 

This performs the integration over the finite differ-

ence to obtain the x and y components of the 

oil film force and the dynamic bearing coefficients. 

Subroutine REI~XS : The finite difference over-relaxation scheme to 

solve the partial differential equation for the bearing 

displacement coefficients is contained in this subroutine. 

It is similar in structure to RELAXP. 

Subroutine RELAXD : This is similar to RELAXS, but calculates the 

bearing velocity coefficients. 

Subroutine PANIC This subroutine is called when the program develops 

an error condition or when the program run has been 

completed. It prints out the important variables 

contained in the common storage blocks. 
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" / I A ~~ G U. (II iJ ,,) • d 9 ,\, El 1 • 'I ) 

PC:: p C! r ll~ p 
P G :: t' G / 0 I 14 P 
PHI~="rll~/ANG 
GAH;;;;i,i\M/ANG 
OELS::t[)EL:'}/OIML 
r:[Lr=C'[LT/DI~L 
PH r T 1 :: PHI T 11 i' I! 5 ( PHI T1 ) 
FXS=f)EL:J·Cl1~(PHIS ) 
n 5'" I) E L::' ,,5111 ( ,:> HIS) 

STAHTING VALUES AND SlTfING COuNTERS 
ED:.:l"'CII;'j 
X J :: l '" en::, ( G A t~ ) 
V J:: E " S r 'i ( I.i A I~ ) 
)(1=0. 
Yl ... Oo 
IH)HK gO. 
I'lT"'HINOT 
PHIT=O.O 
FxT=rxS+fJ[1.7*COS{f1H1T> 
r Y T '" ~ y s .. [J i L T " ::. I II ( PHI T ) 
RPHlT"90.0 
REV:::1.0 
NSTEP",m20 
SHt>OP=5 

OUTPUT HeADiNGS. 
l; R I T r~ ( 6 p 1 0 (; ) 

1 06 F 0 H MAT < I .) L n }\ 0 I • 6 x. • S T E P • p -: x, • l ' , tJ )(, • A TTl T u 0 E L n ADD , 
1 6 x, I ,lU R ,( , p r x, • !~ : " 1 11 U ~ r : L \1 I I tl X, ' A I~ \l L E L E t1 G T Ii • p 15 X.o 
2 I rdE.LL r't,"AHE-t:'l ~):,', 2~X,' ;Ci' 17:.::,' Y J'; f>'.(, 
3 '']jL FILI1 t.xTi.r,T~lj0F~tJ')r'I:)~XpIJ)ufU,AI.·I;o:.pTDEG·,7X' 
4 I iJ LlJ • p 1 ? x I'D ['" ' ~ 2 T Ii. p • 1 . i C Ii • , b XI! wE iJ I ) 
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c 

WRITE(6dll) 
111 raR~,rr' ~EG'T:YE FILM UT AT ~I~I~UH VALUEI, 

rr!~ST(p.LT.5)GU TO 21 
IIl5 
CALL PArae 
SToP )0 

C CALCULATION o~ all ~iLH FURCE. 

c 

c 

33 CONT INU£ 
CALL CDFlJV 
CALL 'ifLAXP 
CAI..L '~')UNI)S 
CALL SUI4 
rx",FU 
rYerv 
OEL-SQRTCFx.FXtfY-FY) 

LOAD ACCURACY 
A.DT:;;or*ANG 
X011>:1.0IlH 
A~fxr·FXTtFYT~rYr 
rF(A.LT.QlLSkJ.2J,aJE~S.OI2 
wACC.S~HT((FX·iXr}·'~·(~Y·F'T)*~2)/A) 
IF(hACC-o.l'LnA0AC)dl~'~ 

8 IF(JT.Li.MAADT)uT~1.4142'OT 
GO 10 12 

9 IF(nACC~O.5*LO'Q'C)12110'lO 
to IF(~ACC-LU~UAC)11,13p13 
1 1 r F ( fl i • G T • I·~ I r, Il T ) U f ::: 0 Til ... 1 !~ 2 
12 Sl[POP~5TtPuP?1 

NST£p::O 
rF(PH11 mP V2)20,2Q,19 

19 PHIT::PHIT"'PY2 
REV=REVtl 
XCT=l.O/XDTI 
A:(PHIT-XuT}*ANG 
Ab:::).DhANG 
A;~GRT(XXJ.XXJ.XYJ·XYJ) 
gh=AT_N2(~YJ'XXJ).ANG 
AA.~QRT(XFx·xrx+xrY.XFY)·OIML 
WRllE(6}107)A,A~ ,BpR3,AA'rlQ~~ 

20 cord fNUE 
A hi I T :r. Pin T • A N G 
PHIT=P~iT9DT·PHITl 
GO TO Id 

13 NSTEP:::I>STEP+l 
IF(LT·~[NOT}14'14.15 

III )(OT1=0.0 
IF(~Srf~.LT.25)GO TO 20 
hRI1E(6.10)) 

103 FORhATC1Hl,'LCAD Not CONVER~INGI) 
I g; 1 
CALL PANIC 
5TOl" 10 

15 CONTfNU£ 
KXX=Sl 
KYx"':,2 
KXY=S3 
KY'i''''S4 
BXX"'Dl 
BYX"02 
FlXY"C3 
fHY"'Oll 
H(t,STfr lO)16~16 17 

160T=d'fI1./l1 ll2 
PHIT~PHITSDT o.q14?,*PrlITl 
GO TO )'>1 

17 PHIl PHIT-'DT·~INnTl.PHITl 
DhMINDT 
GO To 39 

18 CONTINIJE 
XXJ"xJ xv Jf:!. Y J 
XXI Xl 
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c 
c 

c 
c 

xn"yt 
xrx"rx 
'(Fyary 
A3(APHrT·A~T·O.~)/A~G 
"Oh~.~OH~-{fXS·D[~T·COS'A)}.JX·(~YS.JELT.5tNCA»@O' 

35 CONTII-WE. 
X~XX"51 
XKYX"'S2 
XKXY"S3 
)(KYY"S4 
XBxx"'Ot 
)(H YX :102 
XHXY"-'!)3 
)(8 yy "'D4 

STIFfNESS AND DAMol~G CuErrlCIENTS 
IOUT""H2 
JOuT=N/2+1 
DO 21 I=Z,IDUT 
EUaCEU(l) 
rU:o(FUCI) 
(V"CEV( I) 
GU:::lGU(l) 
FV",CF'v( I) 
GV=CGV( [) 
OLl 21 J"ZpJOUT 
OP=M.(PI( Itl,J) prCI-l~J»/2 
Ph:PI<Id) 
~HSU(I,J)·(lU.?PT.F0.nr·GU) 

21 AHSV(I'J)=(EV.2.~T.Fv~ap*GV) 
CAL L R E \.. A )( S ( ',/,~ s U, :HilJ ) 
CALL RELAXS(K i 15U.HHu) 
CALL SU:-.t 
Sl"'fU 
S2><FV 
CALL RELAXS(RHS\I,HHV) 
CALL SIJM 
53::fU 
~4"FV 
CJ\ L L R ~ L A X D OHW IJ ) 
CALL SUM 
Ol"ru 
f)2"rv 
CALL REU\XQ'HHVV) 
CAL L SUt4 
fJ)=FU 
04"fV 
8=DT",x01[/2.0 
A=H'B 
KXX=Sl~A"XKXX"8 
KYX=S2"A XKYX*9 
KXY"'S3"'A-XKXY*f3 
KYY::Sij,;A"';(,<YY"'B 
BXX"'DlttA"Xf3XXllB 
R'fX:::J2*A~XBfX*3 
nXY"'J3*J\ q Xi1XY k8 
8 Y Y '" 0 II ,. A " X IH Y ~ 8 

OUTPUT 
IF(H~V·~)40,34'22 

40 IF(A~HIT-dDHlr)34.34,41 
41 LOAU'C~~JADAC/LST~P 

ili'Hi j"'B?lll T+90.0 
GO TO 34 

22 caNT PW£ 
nEL~"")"l.S"DIML 
o ELI "0 E L T If 0 1 '~L 
A(,AM"GII HI\''''", 
Ir(AGAM.LT.O.O)A~A~~AGAM.36000 
AG'4l:1',,!hANG 
OEL"DJ:l<rOIML 
wRJT£(h.lU7)AP~Ir.AOT.E.A~~4.DEL,d11~.H~,AGM 
"RIT~(h.114)XJ.YJ.(j0F{1).00:(t),r~1,NOP) 
l\ " ( J:) a T Y ~ ., T I ,~;:: ( t!. ) ) / 3 I) ) ') • 0 
~~IT~(~.IOQ)TI~[(?)/jh30.0 

104 F~1f(lnT<'') i);:tJS C,HPbEEIl· £LADS(') Jl)3 TI"1E ·"Fijdp' 
Ir{h-q.O)~a,~2.q2 
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28 r" 1 ' 
38 c[JNh"Ju~ 

CALL PANIC 
srO~ 

C atm*~&~.m'Q*a*0m~mQ0~a~ •• *m*~m~ 

~ 

c 

c 

c 

34 !FCsrr::°tJP.LT.)lGO TO 39 
SHpop:aj 
A G t. H ;:: r, A 'l ~ A I~ G 
IFCAGAM)3tlP)7p)7 

36 AGAM~ftG~~.3b090 
37 .~G~~:.t:JM"'ANLJ 

n E. L '" ;) E L ~ Ll I '4 L 
'1 R I T r: ( (; • 1 u ! ) A PHI T p II Dr, [ • A :. A I~ , LJ >.: L • ,j ') rt.K p Ii /·1 p A G M 
w R I T E ( " • 1 I 4 \ X J • '!' J • ( tJ J f- ( 1 ) , I J U r- : I ) , I :: 1 • 1 j I) P } 

107 rOHMATCF!.1 ·FI2. 1.Fll.~.Fd,1 .F12.2.F10,Q.Fl0.6,F802) 
114 FORMAT( IH •• ~OX.2~~.~.2x.~C~12'2X» 

r F ( T r .~ E ( 2 ) ~ J 0 ') T '!' .~ ) J 0 • 29, 29 
29 wRITE(6.117)J08TY~/J60) 

1 1 7 F 0 H r~ II T ( ~ () TIN t:: L I " IT. ' • r j, ' 14 1 'I UTE S • t XCi E: I) £ 0 • I ) 
1,1) L) 211 

3 0 C 11 N r I I~ U E 

24 CONTINUE 
39 CDNTINU[ 

C LOCUS Siep 
F X T :::: ~- X S .,. tJ E I. T " C I] S , PHI T ) 
r '!' T" r '!' s 4> II L '0 T II S I I~ e PHI T ) 
II II '" 2 * fl X ,( .• ~ (X m or 
,4fl;;:?'''SX'!'+KXY''DT 
AC;;:~"(FK7-!FX)~XX1·(KXX.OT-2·SXX)-XY1.(KXY·0r·2*BXY) 
II A '" 2 " 8 l' X -1' K 1 X ;, D i 
AH::::~"'8Y(-1>KYY.()T 
nC=2"(FYTnXFy)GxYl.eKYY.DTa2·nYY)~XX1·(KYX·DT~2·BVX) 
DEN~l.O/eAAk~G~~A~Ad} 
\( 1 :: ( ~ C -;: 11LJ ~ Il C 11 A 11 ) • I) E: 1'4 
Ylz(8ChA~-AC·GA).n~N 
LlX=O.5"oT"C/..l+XX1) 
f)Y"U.5#I)T'~C Yl+)(Vl) 

2 3 CON TIN Ih: 
XJ=XXJ+!))( 
Y.J"-'XYJ+IH 
E=SWRTeXJ*XJ+YJ*YJ) 
F:U=l*CM!i 
GO TO 2 
END 
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S IJ B ti J u fI '-j E (; EO '4 
I N T t: G E ~ B () r p .J U .. 11!J" .. 1>1, H r peT If L, ~ p .. ? L U S I 'E V ~ S T E POP p ZE R 0 
REA l L f. 14 P '- " , l.. () '" ) \ :: • '.\ A X 'J -; .. ..! 1 i' J T 
CONM1~/CI/~~r(6).~U(i~).d~F(~).(~1~(5Q,~),~P(9,3) 
C 0 ~ M 0 N I C 2 I ( u J; ~ r .. ; • J I " .! d lJ T .... ,j> J 1 'j, J' J J T .. K p K U J T .. ~~ ) N) r, f) P , I\j 0 ~ 1 P L U S ~ 

1 ri lV, S T :.. P [I .J • ~ r: ,i ,I .. A ~ C p ~ " .... pel, c .~ J , C s" • :) E l .. G [ L S .. 0 l. L r, u r, 
2 D X • :) y • l.. » E j .. r ,j • V " .. F (, ,- ~ S » F I.. T , I'" Y • (' ( :;, .. ,. 'I I .. J ~ ~ • G'4 .. H i'\ , L G ~ 
J L U A!) A C • M 1,,, J T • '1 ~;/.1 I • J r{ f' .. i J C .. fJ (, .. f> '1 IS .. P Ii I r • r' ,1 I T 1 p P Y b P Y 2, 
.4 I: I R LV. S r, G, 'i [) I: ~_ i) I> oj.J·1 r\ • ,x J • ( I , 'I J. Y 1 
COH~ON/C3/CA(~0),C~(~0).CU(~0).C~u(~0).C~Y(50).CFU(~O),CfY(50)~ 

1 C J ( 'S 0 ) II f1 ( ') J ) , '1 ~ 1 t 5 \J ) , H"1 J ( 'j J ) • ., '1 i ( ') u ) I' "1 X '1 ( 5 () ) , 
1 C (J J ( ') \J ) .. C u .; : ')) ) • C l ( 3 ) • : L ) ( ) ) I l ~ ( 3 ) , !.. A ,'1 ( J ) 
c a '11~ [) tj I C III P ( :'> 1 , 6 ) • r 1 ( 'J i , I) ) , t1 Ii S i1 ( :) u ) , 11 H S u ( ') 0 I 6 ) 
CUHH[JN/C 5/ini~ 'I' (:iv, 0), ,l'1./V (,),) I RrlVV (j), t~,) () 1 ROD (J), RS (.3) I' SN(50) 
INHGFR T 
REAL TI.TCpTO,OHO.ANu'LU~#rlU.x., 
REA lJ ( '3) 1 (J 1 ) to L G • Ii n 
l.OR"'LG/rl 
hRjT[C6.102IR,LG.LOR.HD 
rjHIT'::(6.l03 ) 
R:.R/2 
IOUT"'t-H'2 
.1UuT"'N/2+1 
00 11 r"'2,dtJuT 
00 tl J=l.JouT 
CUlL( I; ,J) :::PLUS 

8 CONTPWi 
OU 21) K::ipNOS 
MP(1,K)=~·(K-l)JNnS.2 
MP(2pK)a'1*K/NOSt2 
REA U ( '3. 101 ) TIp r C , TO. 11 H D I jJ U 11 D fJ pO R 0 ~ T 
X.::(TI1"'YI)/2 
Y"cTI.rU)I2"'TC 
RODCK)=~UHT(X·.2·Y~·2J 
LAM(K)=~12·(K-l)/NOS 
IFCROOCK»9,lO,9 

9 I. A M C ,n:: 1\ TA 1,2 ( y, x )+ L AlH 10 
10 >lSCK):::Cli!)"'Q"rO)/2 

C L D C K ) " i{ c) ( .( ) .. A 
C~(~I:lLO(~)·HnDC~) 
ANG=L~~(K)·lHO/PY 
'1 R I T E ( 6 I 1 0 4 ) T I • T C • T I) I X I y" H u D ( 1\ ) , R S ( 1\ ) , AN G peL 0 ( K ) I C ,~( K ) 
Oi1Q I "O~D Un 
OHou:::OQ!)')/'{ 
AN G" A T ~ ; j 2 ( ~J Ii l) IpS ij q T ( 1 .. '1 rW 1 I> '" 2 ) ) 
IGHUV=M.4~G/(2·PY).O.5 
r~ p ( .3 ~ K ) :; '\ p ( 11K) • £ 'J R J Y 
II i'/ Ci '" ;\ TAN? ( J K 0 Ij, J'J Ii! ( 1" fJ 1'/ U ,) '" 't 2) ) 
1(; IW 'I" f,I n ,,,Hit { 2. * P f )+ 0 6 5 
~P(q,K)=~~(2.K)·L1ROY 
I~ P ( S 1 K }::: ( IJ " U.lI) I L tHo 0 • 5 ) " 1 
IF(h/2.1-M~(5p~)13,14.1l 

1 3 J IN'" l·j PC') p K ) 
JOUr"'NU+l 
flO is J:.JINdOUT 
T F (MP (.3. K) ~;<lP ( 1, P{)) lop 11' p 16 

16 I HI':: I~ p ( 1... K ) 
r 0 u T '" I~ P ( 3 P ,< ) 
00 18 J'3rlr..uIOUr 
CTkL{ I,J)"'ZEHO 

18 CONTII\jIJE 
17 rF[MD(?pK)-MP(q,~)J19plS,19 
1 9 I I r ... ., ;~ p , II p K ) 

TOuT=('4p( 2pK» 
no 20 I"'lI"l.louT 
CTRU L'J)~Z(I!O 

20 CONTI'WE 
15 CONTINIJi.: 
14 CO/,T INU[ 

tF(T)?lp22,21 
~1 CONTINU[ 

RlAO(,)p 101 H!iGI .. AtH.QpDfl,)').OHal 
~ P ( b • '< )", ~ !' ( 1 p K ) " ( '\ ,.;. ; lJ I / ) 61) • () ) 
N P ( 7 , K ) :! I~ P ( 1 , K ) ,. ( ,~ ~ Ii N " J / J b 0 I 0 ) 
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SU[IHOlJTWC MINI-i 
} ~ T u.~: R :w r p Ii U , q 'J fIe I.r(!' pC? i-/ \. p '1 ,> I f> L US, HE 'I } 50 T E POP p l E: tl 0 
i( E A l. L A "\ , c. i, , L I) ;. ;) ,\ • 4 ~ X,) T , "1 I "i'J r 
C IJ H I-llJ N / C 1 / J:J F ( I) ) , 'l J ( ') J ,'J U r' ( I} ) JeT {L ( 'i v p 'J ) p ~ fl ( 9 p :I ) 
CO '4 M Q N I C <: I .: :, u r j T • : • I 1 j. d J r , J. J [ 'i. J ] d'r , 1\ • ,00 T •• ~ • N, N:1 P • N Q:' p P L U S Ii 

1 H:: V • S T ::: " '1 ... ,,~ ,( J ,\ C : I A j ,J C C p -: OJ, :, pC::' " • ~J t: L I L) E L S • 0 r. L r JuT ~ 
2 j) x p lJ Y p [ .::: U fl f • I' , • F <, r :(:> • ..- ;( T p ,. r , F Y J' r Y 1 p "A ,"', I.i oJ. H 'I. t G jJ 

1 L u 1\ ~,:. C • ''oj A ,(.JT .~ r rd 1 , J -1 F • ;J;: I P 'J' f-' '1 ! S J' ,:> ~d T I !-' cd Tl n' Y " P Y 2 jI 
4 If • ,1 L Y , .) ~ ~ lJ • S r' t: J. 11 ~ ,l -\ • J.. J p .~ 1 j Y J • Y 1 
~O~NON/C3/CA[~U)'CHt~OI.CJ(~0)p~~J(~U).CEV:~0).CFU(5a),CfV(SO}, 

1 C ::, ( ') 0 ) , 'I ( ') 'J ) • 1 Hi ( ')\.) ) • : 1'1 J ( 'j U ) • '1:1 V ( ') u ) • 11 X ~1 ( 'H) ) }I 
1 r. \, \J ( ) u ) • .: r;J ( .j u ) , C L. ( ] ) • ': :. ') ( 3 ) , C '0 ( j ) , L I\:~ ( J ) 

C 0 t<1 M 0 N lei. I " ( ') 1 , 6 ) • P I ( :, 1 • 6 ) I .~ 'I :;, J ( i' ) ) • q Ii S tJ ( ~ ,) I 0 ) 
. CO fJ ~~ U " I ;: ') I q H S 'I ( ') 0 • /) ) I ~ I; cJ 'J ( S J ) J ,1:1 'I .J ( ') 0 ) J I{ lJ ( ) ) , ROD C 3 ) , Ii 5 ( J ) J' S N ( 50 ) 

C r: HE C K T lJ t:, j 5 U In: J .J U In <\ l. 11 1 T t1 i d 3 E ~ I'll i'l il 
11M=1.0 
DO Io 1":111'1/05 
1( '" X J J! r. M S" Ii IlIJ ( K ) 11 ens C L 1\ ~ ( K ) ) 
'( :: Y J k eM::, .. II . J lJ ( 1\ ) '" S r ;~ ( L A I~ ( K ) ) 
F.S=SQ'iTC(-X+l'tl'f) 
~iS"'CLO( K )-E::. 
E S !: r, 5 / C L l)( Y, ) 
GS=U. 
tf(ES-O.0UQ1)5.6;h 

6 Gs=~r4Nl.(YIX) 
I F'( G S ~ ,) • 0 JI .. 7, 13 

7 G S :: I;!; + P Y ~ 
8 fl:P,(;?"'(,;-1.)/NOS 

FOcfJY2"'t(/N1I5 
IF(l>S""! )4,'}p9 

9 IFCC,S flll5 .. 4pll 
4 p: C L [H K ) + IU) t) ( K ) .. ens ( L MH K ) '" F ! ) .. ED;, C U S ( r, AM""" 1 ) 

y '" C L 0 ( K J .. iW IH K ) .. ens ( L A 'H K l .. r 0 ) sED» C 0 S ( G 1\ N '" F 0 ) 
I F( X '" Y ) 1 1 I 1 1 , 1 2 

11 HSOl)t 
GS"'FI 
GO TO 5 

12 HS",Y 
Gs"ro 

~ !F(H~-HS)10,10~14 
14 HN;:tiS 

t,M::%(;S 
10 C Ol(f nwt: 

I F ( t11~ ) 1 ') p 16, 16 
15 G ~1t:: t/l·\.. At I Ii 

I~ f! 1 T :: ( 6 I 1 0') ) X J. Y ,J , H M p (j p~ 
1 00 F' 0 I~ WI T (' r J [: (j A T r V E F 1 U1 ' III X" • X J Y .J H M Ii '1 • 

1 /lX']F8.~.f661) 
1 6 C 0 r~ T HlU I:: 

RETURN 
END 
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c 

c 

S IHH< 0 U T ! r 4 t: C Il r IJ V 
I NT t (j Ell B iJ r , tl U p f1 \J F p (fJlJ' IT p C 1" R L P 'I P p f> \.IJ S ~ REV ~ S T E POP e Z E iW 
R £ ALL i, 'I p L (, , i. U ~ J f, C , " " '( Ll ¥ , oj I "I,) T 
C lJ t~ H II J, I :.: 1/11 d 1- ( f) ) , '1J \ ') <J l , U ,) r- ( f) ) peT "l L ( J 0 , ') ) , .~ P ( 9 J j ) 
COM H 0 IJ 1 C 2 I C LJ u iiT } r • I ! I u : d U " P J} J T 'j J J J J T J K J K U u T • '1 } "I p NO P , III 0 5 , P L. uS # 

1 H l v J S T L;) lJ" p '- t~", ~J • 1\ C C } i, I;", C C , C '~~ , C '>" • u [t . • U [ S, 0 L L T , u T D 
'2 II X ,or J Cpt d p " II J r " } r A I r X ::. • r I.. T , Fr. F ~' ~ • Fyi , It A " p G " • H'~ } I. G,. 
l L lJ " [) A (. I '~ 4. X IJ T Jill 11 D i J UP F I pe, t'll J PHI S. PHI T J f-' Ii [ T 1 J prJ P Y 2 ~ 
4 i(! I( L /. :.; q;J , ,)!' f:t J} " J I, (. X J. ~ 1 • .,. J J :' 1 

COM I~ :J N I C j 1 L i\ ( :; u ) , C i j ( ') I) ) • \., ,J ( J') ) , C F. ,; ( '::> \J ) J 0: V ( 5 0 ) J C r u ( 5 0 ) ,. C f V ( ~ 0 ) , 
1 c ~ ( ~ I) ) , H ( :l 0 ) , '111 ( S iJ ) p r1 '1li ( ':J J ) J H 11 V ( S \J ) • H X '1 ( 5 0 ) I 
1 c \, ~ I ( '> 0 ) • C (', '/ : ') u ) • C L \ j ) J (; L f), J ) • (, 'I ( j ) , L A /.1 ( J ) 

CO 11110 IIIL 4 1 P \ ~ ~ } b ) • p 1 i ~) 1 • /1 ) I !( 1::; cJ ( ');) ) , Il 'i :) l! ( '), hI) 
COM IHlf11 C ~ IIOt:> V ( 5 () I 6 ) , d til) V ( :.>:.J ) • R Ii V V ( S IJ J I f~ Q \ 3 ) , H 0 1)( 3 ) IRS ( J ) .. S rH 50» 

At:l2"'PY 
AuA<t"'2 
CC=(A .. fhN/LG)"*2 
C"'M*fJ2+CC 
AB 2",nLv1tYl 
IlA=2<rI1LV"Xl 
G"'h.O*R 
AC~ 2.0 wHLV'IIQ, 
o [) b K:: ~ p t/[J 5 
CT=AJuRU(K).COS(L_M(K) 
ST=YJ-~O(K}.~IN(L'H(K» 
AA=CTaAij 
f! II ::: 5 T ... A 1\ 

CLR=CLC,,) 
IIN;'~P( 1.dO 
IOUhMP(2 .. K) 

DO 1 r"'IINdOUr 
(0::C5(1) 
SI::'~N(I> 
H X X '" C I) t C T + 5 I Il sf 
O=CLRatiXX 
H X X=R'k Hxx/O 
CO=CU/O 
:iI::SIID 
HX~A.(~r·CT-CO·Sr) 
R 115 ':{, ... ( !.l r * A A " CO;, 13 ~ ) 
H (I ) "'0 
Htl( ! ) =0.,0 
H Xli( I ) ::lHX 
C A ( ! )::: ~,. ( I·j"'i X 12 ) 
C K ( I ):::'<1 '" ( ~I + Ii X 1 2 ) 
CDC I ):t?,*(C+HXX) 
RtiSIJ( I ) <.:IOIS 
CEu(r)=G~S[.RHS.Cn 
C E V ( I ): .. I"; ,... C lJ i' IPi S '" S I 
crue [):2(.l}"'([3+IIXX) 
crve r )"';,{*(ti+IIXX) 
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